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Martin maintains

Tax monies not used
for farm improvements
BYJA.NHENSLEY
News Editor

Eastern President Dr. Robert R.
Martin, strongly denied State Sen. John
M. Berry's alleged inference that tax
money might have been used in improving and maintaining land donated to
the university'last year.
Senator Berry, a democrat from New
Castle, has asked the Interim Legislative
Committee on Education to conduct an
investigation of state universities'
agricultural land holdings. He said his
interest was prompted by Eastern's

Bad checks still
prevalent, but
reduction noted
BY MARLA RIDENOUR
Staff Writer
Last week the Bursar's office
estimated that they had in their
possession $15,000 worth of cold checks,
38 received last Thursday alone.
Although a substantial amount of
money is involved, the figures in comparison to Eastern's $92,000 worth of
dishonored checks in October a drastic
reduction.
The Bursar cited a partial cause for the
large figure was because of checks taken
in during registration.
Current university policies state that
"no personal check will be cashed in
excess of $25 unless in payment of a bill
rendered by the school. Students must
have a validated I.D. card to cash a
check."
"Two party checks are not cashed,
except from parents or guardians. No
payroll checks are cashed except
students work-stuuy."
Other established check cashing
policies are: "Personal checks signed by
persons other than the students submitting them shall not be cashed. Fulltime EKU employees may not cash
payroll checks due to the tremendous
amount of cash that must be maintained
for Ihis purpose."
According to the Bursar, "students are
notified at their last known address about
dishonored checks. It is their responsibility to keep the school informed of
their current address, and have no right
lo complain that they were never
notified."
"Students who have cashed two or
more dishonored checks are not allowed
lo cash checks on campus for the rest of
the semester, even if they do pay the
checks off," the Bursar said.
"Each Kriday a new list of students
who have cashed cold checks is
published." he continued, "and students
should watch for their name lo appear on
Ihis list."
He also stressed that if students would
read the fee sheets at ' the time of
registration, they would see that there is
an assessment of $5 per dishonored
check
Officials report that "students who are
not responding to telephone calls and
letter* to come in and pay off there
checks are being prosecuted. However,
since more checks are being paid off.
fewer students are being prosecuted than
in the past."
The Bursar stated "when students do
not respond after being notified several
limes, he must obtaain a warrant and
students must go before the judge who
K'lHiiiniirri on Dace twelve!

recent acquisition of land in Henry
County and the expenditure of "20,000 to
$30,000 for fencing."
He also questioned the right of
universities to invest tax money in such
extensive land holdings which is not
directly related to the education of
students.
President Martin said Tuesday, he
didn't think Senator Berry had all the
facts and information the facts and information referring to an article appearing in Saturday's Courier Journal.
According to Dr. Martin, when J,udge
R.H. Hill, donator of the 311 acre Henry
County farm died, the university was
advised by Hill's attorney that at Mrs.
Hill's death the entire farm was to be
used as a demonstration farm by
Eastern's agriculture department.
Located between New Castle and
Eminence , the Hill farm is approximately 80 miles from Richmond.
Martin said that Hill's devise stated
IhPt''If we failed to do this and decide to
sell the farm that we shall use the
proceeds to establish Ben and Sam Hill
Scholarships to be awarded to Henry
County School graduates under such
terms and conditions provided by the
University."
Mrs. Hill decided to donate her life
estate worth $90,000 to Eastern last year
along with the farm, valued at $209,649.
Totaled, land appraisal is valued at
$300,000.
When Eastern acquired the farm last
January it was decided said Martin thai
the fence was in bad need of repair on two
sides. Repair cost was $17,52.95 with
Mrs. Hill donating $6,000 for the repair,
which left ihe university having to pay
SI1,52.95.
According to Martin, the farm's
tobacco crop made a profit of $13,759.58
last year which was more than enough to
pay for the additional fence. He said that
some $8,500 was spent for clearing and
site work on the farm and in addition, a
mobile home was purchased to replace a
completely unsatisfactory tenant house
on the farm. At present, the farm has a
herd of 92 cattle, having sold 3289 head
last year.
"We expect to use the money obtained
from the cattle producd on the farm to
applv for the $8,500 of the clearing and for
the tenant house expenses," he said.
Martin also said that any money spent last
year in excess of revenue of the farm will
(Continued on page twelve)
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Vets collect $900 to combat Muscular Dystrophy
The
Eastern
Kentucky
University
Veterans Club
collected over $900.00 in their
annual Muscular Dystrophy
fund raising drive Saturday.
Roadblocks
were
used
throughout Richmond as a

meansof stopping traffic. "The
roadblocks were set up in a
manner that would enable the
Vets Club to get the best
possible results," says Jerry
Heucks. club president.
Muscular Dystrophy is a

muscle destroying disease
which disables its victims, so
weakening them that a common
cold can kill. There is np cure
for Muscular Dystrophy but
research is being conducted
throughout the world in 220

When Eastern student teachers began
their ten-week training period in area
schools February 17. they were protected
by and subject lo Kentucky Revised
Statute 161.042 which states thai a
student teacher is liable for his actions
and "must have acted in a reasonable
matter."
Statute 161.042. Sub-Section 3. states:
"The student teacher...shall have the
same legal status and protection as Ihe
certified teacher employed within Ihe
school district."
In other words, the studenl teacher is
just as liable for his actions as is a
regular teacher. Teachers are liable for
damages arising from their negligence,
meaning Ihey have failed lo exercise or
use ordinary care in their job. towards
Ihe children they are instructing.

Photos bv Don Wallbaum

The agony of defeat

"Last

year

the

money

collected by the Vets club bought
five wheelchairs. The money
could be used to help operate a
nationwide network of more

lhan 120 free clinics." said
Heucke.
The tight economy didn't
seem lo slop people from giving
said Heucks,
"II never fails
thai people will come through
for a worthy cause."

Hiking, paddling down Red River Gorge...
congressmen see beauty, give support to Kentuckians
AND CAYI.EN TICIIENOR
Staff Writer
Warm words of greeting brought a
sharp contrast to the cool morning air.
Introductions were traded and the bus

bearing Congressman Willis Graddison
and party was boarded with ils five new
occupants and started moving toward the
main point of interest: The Red River
Gorge.
The congressman from Ohio. (R>. had

Dr. David Rush, in charge of Eastern
studenl teachers, said that negligence on
(he par! of a student teacher, is difficult
lo prove and theburden of proof rests with
Ihe plaintiff.
J.W. Palmore, university attorney,
said. "You're always liable for your own
negligence." An example of negligence
would be an accident occurring in a
machine-shop where a teacher did not
properly instruct Ihe students there in
Ihe proper use of the tools in Ihe shop.
Dr. Joe Wise, chairman of Ihe
Department of Secondary and Higher
Education, said lhal Ihe greatest chances
for liability on a teacher's par! are on the
playground, in industrial arts classes, in
physical educalion. and in science
classes such as chemistry.
"He i the student teacher i has the
same responsibility ias a regular
teacher i." said Dr. Wise, who instructs
student teachers before Ihey go to their

determined to make the Red River Gorge
one of his "priority projects." In talking
with reporters he said that that the Gorge
wasof "national interest" and that it was
only natural thai an out of state
congressman should lake interest in it.
The bus first stopped at Sky Bridge.
There waiting to meet the congress was
H.B. Farmer. Farmer . an active citizen
in the fighl to protect the Gorge from the
dam has been fighting the project for
"two or three years" and as he told the
reporters he will keep fighting until: "I
die or Gabriel blows his horn."

Statue says student teacher liability,
protection same as certified teacher
BY JOHN ROBERTSON
staff Writer

different research projects

schools in which they are trained.

After a brief tour of Sky Bridge the
party went on a hike of the Douglas trail,
blazed by William O Douglas in 1967
The congressman soon proved he was not
out of shape as he outhiked almosl
everyone else in Ihe party.
He kept
exclaiming the beauty of Ihe Gorge and
numerous limes he said lhal he would
have lo come back on a "pleasure trip."

Student teachers can buy liability
insurance.
Persons in the fields of
nursing and medical
technology
sometimes also buy Ihis insurance,
according lo Mr. Palmore.
Dr. Wise pointed out there are two
ways to gel insurance. One way is (o join
Ihe
Student
National
Education
Association; the other, buy a liability
policy from an insurance company. Dr.
Wise said thai these policies are usually
for $100,000 worth of liability protection.
About buying insurance. Dr. Wise said.
"We don't tell them i the student
teachers) they have to."
Dr. Rush.
Palmore. and Dr. Wise all agree (hat
negligence cases seldom come up.
Dr. Rush commented, "I doubt any of
our students would ever be involved wilh
liability. I hope no Eastern studenl is

After lunch ihe speeches began. Reb.
Graddison spoke firsl. He praised (he
Gorge and briefly outlined what help he *

(Continued on page twelve)

They say watching a basketball game with your favorite learn losing is like watching a scary
movie. You don't want (o look butcuriousily gels the best ot you Kandy Clay, a coed from
Ashland is shown here in a series ol intense *hois al one 01 Eastern* recent games. She is nuc

of

man\

He then got into a canoe and paddled
down the Red River a few miles. He
landed al a cabin where the local people
had prepared lunch for him and the
parly. The local people swarmed around
Ihe new arrivals making sure lhal every
one went through the "chow line."

supportive and to help in any way
possible at any stage of the game."
Several others spoke- including
professors from U.K. Dr. Roger Barbour,
a zoologist al UK praised the Gorge for
it's many species of life that he claimed
were rare in other parts of the state.
Slate Senator Tom Ward
was
scheduled lo speak bul when the lime
came he was inside the cabin drying out
from a canoe overturning.
Economic specialists also criticizing
Ihe cosl-benefit ration of the proposed
dam saying that Ihe cost would far
oulweighl the benefits.
After the speeches the group took one
more lour of Ihe Gorge area including a
stop al ihe proposed dam site.
Represenalives from Ihe Corps of
Engineers were there bul Ihey declined
an offer In sneak.
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For a $6.5 million center reported to have everything,
the LEN complex lacks one important feature—transportation

Students will have to walk a mile to class
When the Law EnforcementTraffic Safety Center opens in
the fall, Eastern will have accomplished a first. The $6.5
million complex will be the only
one of its kind in the Southeast
designed especially for law
enforcement. There's just one
problem—distance.
The complex site is between
one-fourth and one-half mile out
on Lancaster Road, making it as
much as an estimated mile to
mile-and-a-half from the farthest
dorms on campus.
According to Dr. J.C Powell,
vice
president
for administration, there is no plan to
provide transportation for
students to and from the center.
This is a departure from
statements made in an interview
with the Progress two years ago

when administrators said
transportation would most likely
be provided.
This lack of sensitivity to the
needs and comforts of the
students Is too often characteristic of those who sit comfortably in their offices, never
having to walk farther than the
nearest staff parking lot.
Of the approximately 2,000 law
enforcement majors enrolled,
it's a safe guess that only about
half own cars. What are the
others to do?
It will be hard enough for those
upperclassmen who will have all
classes in the complex, but it will
present astronomical scheduling
problems for those students still
in CUC who have general
education classes on the main
campus.

Only Superman could walk
from the Wallace Building, for
example, to the LEN complex in
15 minutes.
The lack of transportation will
be especially inconvenient to the
approximately 80 female law
enforcement majors, whose
dorms are all further from the
center.
The women will also face a
certain descrimination in that
they won't have the option of
living in Keene Hall, although
according to Dr. Thomas Myers,
vice president for student affairs, "We would like to think
that they (LEN majors) would
have first preference," to keene.
Unless of course, university
officials are planning to initiate
the first coed dorm here, which
is doubtful.

Eastern is growing out of its
compact
neatness,
and
provisions must be made for this
growth.
Why couldn't the
university run an hourly shuttle
bus service similar to that in
operation on the University of
Kentucky campus to remedy the
problem?
Since the complex is the only
one of its kind in the area, and
one of the few in the nation, state
and federal grants could
probably be obtained to offset
the initial costs of the service.
Hopefully, university officials
will have the foresight to look
into that possibility. The complex opens in just six months,
bringing with it a multitude of
problems unless this issue is
settled.

Senate needs the support of constituents

Senators from every college in
this university attend at least
one meeting every other week.
Why do these students meet and
discuss the problems affecting
the entire student body? Glory?
Honor? Dignity? None of these
factors ever touch a senator's
life. Rather the senator is faced
with a frustrating predicament.
On the one hand the senator

realizes that he is powerless to
do anything constructive
because the entire Senate lacks
any power to implement its
decisions. The majority of
resolutions passed by the
Student Senate are never carried
beyond that point.
Why? Mainly because the
students are not willing to give
their support to the senators.
In recent years the Senate has
passed many resolutions that are
weak. Naturally at these times
the student body > becomes
disillusioned about the mentality
of the elected officials. But, do
they pay attention to the weekly

workings of the Senate ?
The Senate has undergone a
transformation from a once
powerfully contested body to a
now subdued organization.
Once a week the representatives of our student body drag
themselves into the student
center to argue over topics that
they know can't be taken
seriously by the students.
Students were offended last year
when it was revealed that the
school considered us both unsophisticated and immature.
Are students so blind that they
are not now willing to support
their only voice on campus?
If the Student Senate passes

Letters to the Editor

—
'«

Dear Editor.
during the official run of the
In the "letters," the readers of the Eastern Progress' there
Am I correct in assuming thai play, and people in her job are the authorities; in that is a picture on the back page
the job of the Fine Arts Editor is situation are cordially invited to section, the "ordinary" citizen (Page 12) of a person sleeping
to gather information of general attend so (hey will have the has his say.
And under no on a sofa in the Powell Building
interest pertaining lo the fine knowledge needed to write a circumstances—that
bears lounge area
This person is
arts? (Music, art and drama) review, or a summary of the repeating—no
circumstances identified as Steve Rowland, a
And. am I also correct in plot)
whatsoever should the editor graduate student in Public
assuming thai this is a school
I'm sure you could easily find inject editorial matter. Only Administration.
In actuality,
newspaper —serving
to more worthwhile things to write when a major correction of fact the person is Jeffrey R. Medler,
enlighten and inform the about than the Mickey Mouse is necessa-y should the editor a law enforcement major in
students at Eastern?
club or book reviews about add an "Editor's Note."
corrections. A correction would
If this is true, then why do you sharks who eat people.
And
Any minor corrections, such a be appreciated.
devote printing space to non- perhaps you could devote more spelling should be cared for off
Thanks,
sensical items such as the time to the coverage of campus the
editorial
page
and
Beth Thompson
Mickey Mouse Club and a book productions instead* of plays in preferably before the letter sees
315 Keith Hall
review about a shark who Lexington and at Model High print. It is not an editor's right
"lurks near the shore of a Long School
to insult his readers by Dear Editor.
Island resort and devours
Thank you.
correcting their minor errors,
I don't know how many people
several of the town's ocespecially in bold print.
this has happened to. but has
cupants."?
And when a reader points out anybody ever paid $7 for a $2
Sincerely, an error (for all newspapers meal? I have, and I'm curious
This university has much to
Judy Wahlert must admit they. too. make to see if anybody else has
offer in the way of cultural
Box 385 McGregor mistakes), no comment, not
entertainment and I see no
The last of January, I was in
reason why the students should
even an apology, is needed: The the cafeteria and had no money.
not be given the chance to read Nate:
paper stands corrected, the
I was going to write a check for
If yea will refer to page 3 of reader stands correct. Period.
about these happenings. (The
dinner, which came to $1.55 but
the
Janaary
23.
l
S75
issue
of
the
Fine Arts Editor may say she is
As a former writer for this the lady the register said,
not informed about these things. Eastern Progress, you will find paper. I must express my
"Write it for $2 please."
Well, there is a newsbrief aa article on Blithe Spirit which opinion in the sincere hope a
"I didn't realize that my bank
includes
a
plot
summary,
the
published weekly concerning
more professional attitude will
account contained only $1.85 at
dales
that
the
play
is
lo
be
campus events called the FYI.
be taken on this page.
the time About a week and a
and it does not lack for in- presented, and the price of
half later. 1 got an awakening
admission.
formation.)
Sincerely. call from the Bursar's Office
Several weeks ago the EKU
Michael J. Lynch telling me that the check had
Drama Department produced a
48 Carolina Avenue bounced In the end, I had to
Respectively Yours.
play (Blithe Spirit) on a level of
Winchester. Ky. 40391 pay the check and a S5
Sharon
Gnllelte
sophistication
that
could
assessment fee.
Fine Arts Editor
provide
enjoyment to the
The Progress appreciates all
I think this a bit much. leant
general student body here, on
indications of reader interest
believe that this university has
Dear Editor:
an otherwise dull weekend. (As
through their letters lo the
to have $5 for all the "trouble"
The editor's position on a editor.
usual)
they have to go to in processing
newspaper is an enviable one.
Yet. rtd a review or even
Please remember to sign all
photograph appear at any time4 but it is easily misused. letters aad, include your ad- a bad check.
Something should be done I
in the last several issues of the «specially insofar as the editor drM$: AnonvnlOBS ^ters will
decides what will appear in the not be published. Also, letters can understand a $5 assessment
Progress? (Perhaps the FA.
pages and what will not. But in should have a maximum of 25* fee for a check'over $15 but
Ed. is new at the job. or she
the case of the "Letters to the words, and by typed whenever ihere should be a smaller fee for
would know that there are
those under that amount.
Editor" section, the editor has possible.
always two dress rehearsal
Address: Fourth
the least authority
Bui you floor. Jones Building.
nights immediately preceding
have decided lo use authority
the opening night of the play
Sincerly.
These rehearsals are put on
where you have no business Dear Editor:
Tony Hya't
ului'soever lo Ho «ri» ■
exactly as they will appear
In the February 13. 1975 issue
Box 279 CommonwealU:

FOREST FIRES:
Disasters, or blessings ?
Courtesy:
Association

to be an effective voice of authority
Many students are asking
themselves is the Student Senate
alive and well? Yes, believe it or
not the Senate is fine and sends
its love. However that is all it
sends and at times, very little of
that.

If they hadn't given us transportation,
I'd never make it to class on time !

resolutions that are completely
out of touch with reality call your
representative and demand an
explanation.
Let your senator know that you
are watching him and that you
are taking him seriously.
Perhaps if only a handful of
students do this, the senators as
well may take themselves
seriously.
The Student Senate is out of
gear, waiting patiently for
the students to shift into First and
begin a perpetual motion that
leads to some constructive action on the part of both senators
and students.

Oops Ir
The Progress apologizes for
an error on the editorial page of
the February 13 issue.
Associate professor of German,
Dr. Sylvia Burkhart was incorrectly identified as an
assistant professor.

Kentucky

Lung

Are all forest fires disasters or
blessings in disguise? The
disagreements—as well as a few
forest fires—are raging.
Today Americans are more
concerned than ever about
conserving
their
natural
heritage, their dwindling forests
and wildlife.
But some
ecologists also feel that what
happens naturally may have
benefits, that man should not
intervene.
All last summer and fall, a
i forest fire burned unchecked in
Wyoming 'sGrand Teton National
Park. By mid-Oct., 3500 acres
were charred, and the flames
were still on the move.
The fire was triggered not by a
carelessly-tossed cigarette, but
by a bolt of lightning.That made
the difference. The Park Service, in a dramatic turnabout of
its fire—fighting Smokey the
Bear policy, decided to let the
fire burn. The decision caused
an uproar.
According to the Park Service,
"natural" fires can be helpful to
growth, eliminating dead wood
and underbrush, and making
way for whole new crops of
young bushes and trees.

Comment from the Community

Citizen deplores rudeness
Willis Parkhurst
Citiien aad member of the
Eastern Community
In the past 7,000 years (say.
twice as far back as Moses),
homo sapiens have made
progress in several areas: first,
a belief in deity; second,
government under law in many
countries; and, third, in his
quest for beauty in the growing
legacy of the fine arts.
One of the continuing bonuses
of living in a college community
is the cultural program often
attracted to and-or sponsored
by the college or university.
Consider how many of the continents or sub-continents which
do not have such a thing as a
symphony orchestra, assembled with their advanced instruments to perform in concert
from the best musical literature
of any "age
Last Tuesday evening, the
EKU symphony orchestra
performed in concert on
Eastern's campus. The price
was right (free to the public).
Ther performance of many
talented people, each of whom
had disciplined himself or
herself for years or for decades,
was excellent.
There were morepeople in the
orchestra than in the audience
drawing from a faculty of
perhaps 500 (many of whom
have families); a student body

of 10,000 or so. not counting
alumni, or university employees, or their families; and
the cities of Richmond, Berea,
and Lexington, plus the rural
residents of Madison County.
But the real purpose of my
letter is not to speak of the lack
of attendance (no competition
_ from King Basketball or final
exams), but the spoiling of the
whole concert by some of those
who did attend.
A cat-call
during a vocal solo: friendly
wrestling between a young
mani'i and a young woman
(?)—these were only the
punctuation for the almost
incessant talking during the
concert.
The incredible rudeness,
tastelessness, and lack of a
sense of
propriety
defy
adequate description. If these
are thepampered darlings who
took a humanities course lo
escape R.O.T.C., then I would
suggest that they have failed to
appreciate their country and
have* failed in music appreciation, and both facts
should be noted on their permanent records here.
/ The university can only
compound the ignorance of
those who bring nothing the the
university experience. And the
opera house is not the place to
construct a class enclosed room
for infants.
S —

Years ago if natural fires had
been allowed to sweep through
the Sequoia National Park, the
redwoods would not face their
present menace, says Bruce
Kilgore of the Park Service.
Natural fires would have
burned down the young fir trees
that hover under the redwoods.
Now a human-caused or natural
fire will destroy the redwoods
because the tops of the fires
touch the redwoods' lowest
branches.
Some citizen groups protested
the new approach, labeling it the
"scorched earth policy."
Equally strong objections were
made about the billowing black
clouds of air pollution.
Your
Kentucky
Lung
Association does not have a
policy about "natural" forest
fires. But they have plenty of
ideas to help fight air pollution.
It's a matter of life and
breath.
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When the coal runs out

Play probes society of dying town
SHARON GILLETTE
l in.- Arts Editor

University Singers and Concert Choir
Ttie Eastern Kentucky University Singers and Concert Choir will present their winter concert on
Wednesday, Feb. 26, at 7:30p.m. in Hiram Brock Auditorium. There is no admission charge and the
public is invited

Lansford Wilson's The Rimers
of Eldritch , which is being
presented by Eastern's Drama
Department, explores the lives
of the members of a dying coal
mining town.
The town has been so condensed that the inhabitants have
little else to do but gossip about
one another.
The town's
bareness is illustrated. by the
players' black dress and the
gray-brown wood of the set.
Stephen Gee, who plays the
ridiculed Skelly Manner, is the
most outstanding in the play. He
portrays the broken down old
man believably and realistically,
and makes the audience understand the tragic story behind
the man.
Karla McDonal (Martha
Truit), who also appeared in And
Miss Reardon Drinks a Little,
does a convincing town gossip.
Sharon Caudill, who plays
matronly Wilma Atkins, is
amusing as well as convincing,
and stands out among the other

-Kris and Rita shine
in Monday concert
BY SUE NELSON
Fine Arts Contributor

Photo by Don Qoioa

Stereo equipment installed
in Powell Music Lounge
SHARON CULLETTE
Fine Ai-u Editor

Stereo equipment amounting
to $1,600 has been installed in the
Music Lounge. The lounge is
located near the Information
Desk on the first floor of the
Powell Building.
The outfit includes a BSR
turntable, a cassette tape player,
8-track, and capabilities for 12
sets of headphones.
Each earphone extension is
equipped to handle four sets of
earphones at once. In addition,
the 8-track, cassette, and turntable can be operated at the
same time without interfering
with the listening pleasure of
others.
Anyone wishing to use the
facilities may do so by presenting an ID at the Information
Desk where he or she will be
given a set of headphones.
Students must provide their own
tapes and records, and may
listen to each other's recordings
by plugging into the proper
headphone jack.
Although the lounge is just

• opening, it has already been
subject to theft. One of the
headphone boxes has been
stolen.
"The upkeep of the equipment
is up to the students," declared
Skip Daugherty, Director of
Student Activities.
Daugherty also expressed
dismay at the recent pillow
thefts from the nearby Herndon
Lounge. Nine couch cushions
were stolen in one weeks time.
"I'm sure someone saw them
being stolen," Daugherty added.
"It's the students' responsibility
to come forward and identify
them."
Daugherty explained that it is
difficult and expensive to
replace furniture cushions
because the materials and patterns must be matched.
Students
should not be
criticized as a conglomerate for
these actions because very few
are involved in these activities.
We are, however, members of a
society, and when something is
stolen, it is lost to the rest of us.
Think about it.

SELF SERVICE
LUNDRY & DRY CLEANING
SAVE SO percent or MORE
ON YOUR DRY CLEANING

With the cost of living so high
today, two dollars does not
usually purchase much happiness, or stretch very far.
Monday night however, many
fortunate Eastern students
delighted in the lowest-price
entertainment bargain to hit
Richmond since the talking
movie or nickelodeaon.
At the rediculously low price of
a two dollar a ticket, the Kris
Kristofferson-Rita Coolidge
concert was above and beyond
the usual quality performances
which appear at EKU. Both Kris
and Rita, as well as the other
members of the band, made an
all-out conscientious effort to
keep the audience satisfied. '
The show opened with Kris and
the band playing some of his
more popular numbers, off of
such albums as "The Silver
Tongue Devil and I" and "Jesus
Was A Capricorn." The five
years that the band has spent
touring, playing, and practising
together, payed off in the final
result: a solid, well-delivered
presentation of musical ability.
Throughout the concert each
member of the band was
highlighted individually. Terry
Paul, who has been with
Kristofferson for over four
years, played a concentrated
bass. Billy Swan, of "I Can
Help" fame, rendered his
number one hit, along with a new
song entitled "I'm Her Fool."
Mike Utley handled the
keyboards in smooth style,
supported by Sammy Creason on
drums. Lead guitarist, Jerry

Funioi:
Take a

course in
Summer
Fun
"LIVE WORK AND PLAY
AT CEDAR POINT"
the
Midwest's largest and finest
family recreation center.
Cedar Point
will hold oncampus interviews Wednesday.
March
5.
Approximately 3,000 summer
positions available for a wide,
variety of jobs including ride
operators,
waiters
and
waitresses, sales clerks, etc.
Previous experience not
required for most positions.
Contact Placement Services
Office for information or an
appointment.

McGee brough people to their
feet with a number he himself
wrote and executed. "Funky"
Donny Frick played and played
piano, and also performed some
of his own material.
After a very brief intermission, Rita Coolidge appeared alone with the band. She
began her set by putting the heat
into her hit, "Fever ."
Following this she wended
through many numbers, most of
them off of her recent album
"Fall Into Spring," and ended,
joined by Kris, with "That's
What Friends Are For."
In the final, and best, portion
of the show, Kris and Rita sang
together uniquely as husband
and wife. Each contributed their
own singular talent, and backed
by a expert band, combined to be
one of the best 'duo-groups' that
Eastern has ever encountered.
The majority of songs in this
section were from the "Full
Moon" album.
Even with the seemingly insurmountable technical obstacle
of the horrendous acoustics in
Alumni Coliseum, Kris and Rita
delivered beautiful music.
Penny for penny the concert was
a totally worth-while investment.
,

^ACfJp-

town gossips
Ms. Caudill's
performance in the grocery store
scene is a classic.
Patti Hurst, town flirt Patsy
Johnson sounds like a bored,
disgruntled teenager who is
more concerned with appearances than with what is
actually happening to her and
the rest of the town. Ms. Hurst's
performance puts Patsy appart
from the remainder of the town's
young people.
Susan Brothen is outstanding
as the admonishing mother of
yo\ing Eva Jackson. Jeanne

Olson shines as.dottenng oiu
Mary Winrod, who buries her
dead pets in her garden.
While the story centers around
a murder trail, the viewer
becomes involved with the
characters of the town, and is
able to get a glimpse of what
happens when a society or way of
life decays.
The Rimers of Eldritch
is
being presented February 26March 1 in the Gifford Theatre of.
the Jane Campbell building. *'
Curtain time is 7:30 p.m., and
admission for students is one
dollar.

Talent
Search

Singers, musicians.

fpwaaj
BSSJ|
^Ffl B^^^
^k V M
B^k

dancers, technicians,
magicians, banjo
players, acrobats.
piano players,
puppeteers,
novelty acts . . .
it takes all kinds of
talent to entertain Cedar Point's 2,500.000 summer
guests, and the search is on. So. check the audition
schedule, polish up your act and come show us your
talent. Technicians, come for an interview with Cedar
Point's Live Shows. YOU'LL COME ALIVE IN '75!

f

■A*]

IL

Sundusky. Ohio 44870

i

m
AUDITION AND INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
Pittsburgh Pennsylvania fr. Feorua.y 28 1976
Carnegie Mellon Un.vetsity Student Activities Center
Interview*
3 00 P M
Auditor* 4 00 P M

Detroit Michigan Thufi Match 6 1976
Poncha«tr*m Hotel PUf a Room
Interviews
3 00 P M
Auditions 4 00 P M

Indianapolis. Indian*— tun . March 2 1976
StOuMer's Indianapolis Inn. Ballroom
Interviews - 3 00 P M
Auditions 4 00PM

Sandusky Onto Sat Much 8. 1976
iA'tsi £sil ofS—MtusAv>
Cedar Point Centennial Theatre
Interviews
10 00 A M Auditions
1 1 00 A M

Cincmn.li.Ohw TuH . Much 4 1975
StounV's Cincinnati Inn. Bron/e Room
Interviews 4 00PM
Auditions 600PM

Sandusky Ohm Sun . March 9. 1976
tArest West of Santfuiay/
Ceoa* Point Centennial Theatre
Interviews - 10 00 A M Auditions
I I 00 A M

Live Show Oept., Cedar Point, Sandusky, Ohio 44870

SPRING BREAK
WILDERNESS TRIPS

OKEFENOKEE SWAMP SLWANEERIVERCANOE TRIP
Five days canoeing in the Okefenokee Swamp and on the
Suwanee River. Transportation. Equipment, canoes. Food,
Guides included. $165.00.

LOUISIANA BAYOU-NEW ORLEANS CANOE TRIP Four
days canoeing in the Louisiana Bayous followed by two days
"I getting back to civilization In New Orleans.
Transportation. Food In the Bayou. Canoes, Equipment,
Guides included. tlSS.OO

WEEK OF RIVERS WHITEWATER CANOE TRIP A week
of Whitewater canoeing and kayaking on selected
Southeastern Rivers. Experience required. Transportation,
Food. Equipment. Canoes. Guides included $165.00
WEEK OF CLIMBING A week of climbing and instruction at
selected sites in Kentucky. Tennessee, and West Virginia.
Groups will be divided by skill level.
tiso.oo
TRANSPORTATION. Food, Equipment. Guides. Instruction
provided.

RED RIVER GORGE CANOE * BACKPACK TREK Six
days of canoeing, backpacking and exploring the beautiful
Red River Gorge. Transportation, Food. Equipment, and
Canoes Guides provided. $85.00.
. .

10 lb. for $2.50

Use our new steam cabinet
FREE
HIGHLANDER LAUNDRY
Geri Lane

.1

SAGE, School of the Outdoors 209 E. High
Phone (606) 2551547
SEE THE SAGE SPRING BREAK BOOTH. ALL DAY

Lexington, KY 49507

TODAY IN THE POWELL HI II DIM.
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NA TO briefing team
explains purpose, goals

HICK'S
INTERNATIONAL
BICYCLES
228 S Second St
Complete Sales & Service

BY J.D. PARKS
Staff Writer

623-6421

I

The
Eastern
R 0 TC
department had the honor of
hosting the
International
Briefing Team of The North
Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) last Tuesday in Brock
Auditorium.
For those who are unfamiliar with the organization
NATO was started April 4,1949.
The countries that make-up
NATO are as follows: Belgium.
Canada, Denmark, Federal
Republic of Germany. Italy.
The Netherlands. Norway,
Portugal, United States, United
Kingdom, The United Stales.
France, Greece.
Iceland and
Luxembourg
North
Atlantic
Treaty
Organization was bought
because of the consolidation of
Eastern Europe under Russian
Domtiation and tie fear of
further Communist expansion.
Over the past 25 years,
NATO
has
successfully
provided tie European and
Western countries with a
climate of stability and confidence so that they have been
able to regain their economic
strength .
United Staes Navy Commander Lipscomb heads the
0 fficers briefing learn of NATO.
Commander explained that the
international briefing teams'
BY RONNIE BARNES
mail jobs are telling people
Staff Writer
whosecountnesare members of
NATO, why NATO is needed
For those of you who have
often dreamed of taking a trip to
and what NAM) i*.
never
thought you
The boundaries of NATO are Europe but
would
be
able
to do so, the
from the North Pole to tie
Tropic of Cancer, United States dream could become a realitv.
The Department of Foreign
Eastern Shore. Western Shore
of Africa, Norway and England. Language is sponsoring a tour
There were sjx members of of France during the spring
tie NATO Team tiat appeared intersession
Besides seeing the sights of
on campus.
The NATO Council is not a Paris and other famous old
War Lord Mafia type of cities, you will be able to earn
organization. The council is three hours graduate or undemocratic' in every respect. dergraduate credit by enrolling
Each NATO nation will appoint in Fre 681 or Fre 496.
According to Dr. Jacqueline
to the council one member.
These members are considered Cross, assistant professor of
ambassadors. The Secretary languages, the tour will consist
General of NATO is the of 10 days in Paris and two
chairman regardless at what weeks in the various provinces,
at a cost of approximately
level it meets.
$1200.

Now—Paddle Racquets
4 Supplies
Bike covers special
*1"
Complete Line of Parts and Accessories
We Repair All Makes of Bicycles
If We Don't Have What You Want,
We Can Get It Quickly
I]luiItaliant rnUif*d

What Now
My Love?
He asked you. And
suddenly that special
time has arrived. Time
to select your diamond.

The Chairman at the present
time is Secretary General
Lungs from the Netherlands.
Each of tie councilmen are
civilians. They also direct the
military point of NATO to a
greater extent than one would
til*.
The councilmen each have
one vote. Decisions that must
be reached by the council are
made by unanimous vote. In
other words the votes must be
all yes voles or all fifteen d the
votes must be no.
The military commit lee, acts
on the basis of instructions that
they receive from the council.
NATO forces are under two
commands, Europe and the
Atlantic. In Europe the command is called SACEUR. The
supreme allied command and
naval units that are stationed
there
are
ear
marked
tor NATO engagement.
SACEUR forces are expected
to stop attacks by the use of
conventional
and nuclear
weapons.
The
NATO
headquarters for SACEUR is
located in Pare. In the Atlantic

t

We offer a remarkably
beautiful collection in
just about any style
you can imagine...
and even some you
wouldn't imagine.

the Supreme allied command is
called SACLANT and
their
Headquarters, is Norfork,
Virginia
The
commander
for
SACLANT is United States Navy
Admiral Ralph W. Cousins. In
peacetime, Cousiis has no
forces, but in case of war he
would command the United
Stales Second Fleet and naval
forces from six oBier NATO
Nations.
In war SACLANT would have
to keep the Atlantic Sea open
and keep the agressor out of
action as much as possible.
The briefing team also informed tie audience tiat NATO
not only deals with military
matters but a variety of
economic; political, scientific.
and cultural matters.
The
council also believes in
brotherhood and oo-operation
between the NATO nations in
aD fields of life.
Commander
Lipscomb
summarized his topic by stating
NATO is a very worth-while
organization and I amgbd to be
a part of it.

Tour of France offered
for spring intercession

Come in. Let
us show you
our diamonds
... now.

Other Styles
From $100.
Convenient Terms or Use Your Bank Charge.

KIRK'S
DIAMOND iJ£ CENTER
SHOPPER'S VILLAGE (Eastern Bypass) 623-3050

UNIVERSITY CENTER

RICHMOND

It

DIXIE PEACH ALBUM
now available

i-4rK^JUA^!^

plus all the latest releases
Mn.-Sat. 10-9

We have gathered our Sale Merchandise
from other Harolde's stores

623-6010

CURRIERS MUSIC WORLD I
luion Building 122 Bi. Hill Av«.
' At Intersection at Highway 25 No 52

for one big Clearance Sale!

Final
Clearance
of Winter
and Holiday
Sportswear

♦

♦

♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦^♦1

This figure includes tuition
for three college hours, transportation from Lexington to
Paris and back, transportation
in
France,
hotel
accommodations, food and, one
expense which most tour
estimates
don't
include,
spending money.
The group will leave around
May 12, under the direction of
Dorothy Carter, assistant
professor of French.
Dr. Cross recommends going
this year if you are thinking
about visiting Eruope because
the expenses keep going up all
the time.
She said, "the airfare is now
$250 higher than two years
ago "
Dr. Cross said she felt the
student would benefit greatly
from the "marvelous experience" in that the trip is a
"culture study program" and
the student would "see first
hand, museums and historical
places and different aspects of
French life."
She said many of the people
who have gone in the past have
gone back "so they must have
enjoyed it."
The fact that you don't speak
French shouldn't stop you
because Dr. Cross said many
people have gone before who
didn't know any French.
If you are interested, contact Dr. Cross in her office
Wallace 206, or call 2501 for
more information.

AUU.MG DUG VIM

You'll find pants, shirts, skirts,
sweater vests, sweaters, knit tops,
and shirts in co-ordinates
and separates.

Save up
to 70%
All Sales Final
t

no exchanges

no refunds
no lay-away

•

TUESDAY, MARCH 4, 1975
FELLOWSHIP LUNCHEONS 11:45 AND 1:00
AT POWELL CENTER CAFETERIA
SEMINARS 5:00 AND 6:15
WORSHIP SERVICE 7:30
AT BAPTIST STUDENT CENTER

EVERYONE WELCOME

Carol Solomon, a freshman from
Lexington, makes use of the services
offered by dial access. Carol is taking

PhoTo by Kick Veh
notes from a tape as a part of her studies
to become a legal secretary.

Dial access serves as
student learning aid
"Presently, we have the
Dial access is a university
library service which enables taped sessions of Mus 271 which
Eastern students to listen to is heard this semester over
course supplement material. WEKU-FM. If a student misses
According
to
Glenn a session or wishes to review the
Shackelford, media technical music, he has the material
specialist, students can come in available through dial access."
and listen to taped material for
Shackelford
said
that
subjects such as English,
students using the system can
shorthand, and chemistry.
choose to listen to music from
Shackelford said,
"The
the general listening category.
problem now is that a lot of
This includes popular albums
teachers are unaware of this as
such as Carol King and Goda teaching aide. The teachers
spell.
who are familiar with the dial
access system use it frequently
The dial access center, which
to provide practice drills and is about' five years old, is '
special listening experiences. located in room 110 in the

basement of the library.

In order to use dial access a
student must first go to the dial
access center and check out an
earphone set.
The student
should check with the directory
to find the four-digit' code
number which corresponds to
the lesson or record he wishes to
hear.
All that is left for the student
to do is to dial the number into
one of the dial access phones in
room ill In the basement of the

library

With help of law experts

Legal aid program planned
An advisory committee of law
experts
is helping Eastern'
Kentucky University develop a
legal assistant program.
The committee met recently
with the members of the EKU
faculty and administration who
are developing the program and
gave its support to curricula
proposed for legal assistants.
The committee members are
John T. Ballantine, Louisville,
chairman of the Kentucky Bar
Association Committee on
Legal Assistants', Ms. Mary
Bivins, Frankfort, president of
the Kentucky Legal Secretaries
Association, Circuit Judge
James S. Chenault, Richmond.
Staterepresentative Vic Hellard
Jr., Versailles, State Senator
John F. Lackey, Richmond.

Judge Scott Reed, Kentucky
Court of Appeals Reuben G.
Waler,
Richrhond,
past
president of the Madison County
Bar Association, and Leslie
Whitmer. Frankfort, executive
director of the Kentucky Bar
Association.
They were appointed by Dr.
Robert R. Martin, president of
the University.
EKU faculty and staff
members at the meeting were
Dr Fredric D Ogden, dean.
College of Arts and Sciences.
Dr Kenneth Clawson, dean for
academic services. Dr. Arthur
Y. Lloyd, acting chairman,
Department
of
Political
Science; Dr. Klaus Heberle,
associate professor of political
science; John W Palmore,
university attorney, and Jack

A. Luy, dean of Eastern's Richmond Community College.
The development of legal
assisting as a para-professional
occupation is about 10 years old
in this coqntry, Dr. Heberle
said.
About 100 colleges,
universities, and community
colleges offer programs in this
field
The program at EKU would
be the first among Kentucky
universities and colleges, Dr.
Heberle siad.
The proposed program would
"rely heavily" on courses
already offered at Eastern Dr.
Heberle said. The curricula
approved by the advisory
committee would lead to the
associate of arts and bachelor of
arts degrees for legal assistant'
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OFF At Tluse Big Discounts
Complete Selection

and

ALL POSTERS

f

Football Jersey
~ -Shirts
Vi Prior

r off
List

V2

price

CASSETTE RECORDER
NOW 44.95

REG. 59.95

HP MS: an advanced scientific
pocket calculator with
additional pre-programmed
functions, nine addressable
memory registers.

Free Imprinting \
All Cosmetics Now V2 Price
ALL MAJOR BRANDS
ALL CANDLES & PLANTERS
NOW Vi PRICE
TENNIS RACKETS
H.P. CALCULATOR
NOW 12.95
H.P. 65
NOW 595.00

H.P. 45
NOW 295.00
REG. 395.00

REG. 18.95

REG. 795.00

One Block off Campus

maiHBB'H

DR. SCHOLLS
Save 5.00 a pair.
REG. 14.95

NOW 9.95
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Jitter bugging, bobbie socks
and bubble gum...

At the 50s dance held in the
basement of Burnam Hall Friday
night, students recalled Mom and
Pops days of Rock-n-Roll. the
Detroit Routine, letter sweaters
and saddle shoes.
Three girls
(above right) challenge one
another in bubble blowing
with
sticky results. "Be pop-a-lu-ba.
that's my baby."

Photos by Don Wallbaum

t

.

...the 50 s come
hopping back

Phi Mu Alpha, men's honorary
sported duck tails, t-shfrts. and
peg-legs as they rmked and
rolled to a 50's beat.

You are cordially

RESEARCH

invited to attend
Or. George A.

FOREIGN CAR

«t

SERVICE CENTER

on
Regular Stock Bedding

thousands of topics
$2.75 per page

Buttrick's Message

Price Roll.Back"

Scaly Rest Guard

Nation's most extensive libraryjof research material

for

SEND FOR YOUR tJP-TO-DATE,
144-PAGE, MAIL-ORDER
CATALOG. ENCLOSE $1.00
TO COVER POSTAGE

SPECIAL LENTEN
ShRVIUtO

0, George Buttnck

at FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY

SwHaj, Monday
and Tuesday

•torch 2, 3,
ft 4, 1975

-
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"Dart W«» Tkw OpptiUudbi Te £nwle y«a Lilt
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RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 Wilshire Blvd., Suite =2
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025
(213) 477-8474 cr 477-5493

Our research material is sold 'or rtstarch assistance only —
not as a lushed product to icademc credit

Specializing m Volkswagen
FOREIGN CARS & PARTS
MAJOR 4 MINOR REPAIRS
TRANSMISSION-MOTORS & TUNE UPS
BRAKE SERVICE-IGNITION

Twin - 59»

Reduced to 48"

Full - 79*

Reduced to 68"

Twin - 69"

Reduced to 58"
Reduced to >8"

Full - 89"

JASPER CASTLE -Owner
FREE PICK UP & DELIVER" r

Welcome

_

6239723

Eastern Students

CASTLES

UNDC

SERVICE

STATION

EAST MAIN ST.

THOMAS

•§•

, m

*

HUM

-

Fwutafi

-Jumlure Cc%t_
First a. Water

Richmond, Kentucky 40475
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SPECTRUM'S SPECIALS

New Year begins in February

THIS WEEK

Chinese celebrate with feasts and fire crackers
BY MEN Jl-ME
Staff Writer
To moat Chinese student* at
Eastern February is a month
homesickness is felt most. It is
the most important festival on
the lunar calendar—the Chinese
New Year, which began on
February n and ends today.
There are many reasons for
homesickness along with
existing explanations to the late
coming Chinese New Year's
Festival.
Lunar caleadar used

, All Chinese festivals fall on
'days fixed by the lunar rather
than the Gregorian calendar.
The lunar calendar divides the
year into 12 months. Easch
month has 29 or 30 days and
begins with the appearance of
the new moon. Every 30 months
there is an extra month to make
the adjustment to solar time. In
1966, for example, there were
two "third moons." Therefore,
the Lunar New Year may occur

as ea>1y as January 21st and as
late as February 21st
The role the Chinese New
Year plays is the same to the
American Christmas. Feast,
gambling, drinking,...,
everything forbidden can And
excuses in the New Year's Day.
Uusally, lunar New Year is
observed from the 16th of the
the 12th month until the 15th of
the new year.
On the 16th day of the last
month, the first sight of a New
Year's Festival shows.
Businessmen close their accounts and thank the Gods for a
prosperous year. Customers
rush in before the deadline to
pay their bills. Everyone wants
to start the new year with a
clean slate.
God is honored
On the 24th day of the 12th
month, each household honors
the Kitchen God. Legend has it
htat he returns to heaven at the
end of each year to report on the
family. A special malt candy is

Replacing Haydon

Harris accepts office
BY SHARA1.EE BORST
SUff Writer
James S. Harris, chairman of
Eastern's communications
department, will take office as
president of the Kentucky Audio
Visual Association on March 1.
.According to Harris, the
organization is made up of
approximately 300 teachers,
media librarians, and other
professionals who arc involved
in the application of educational
technology to the teachinglearning process.
■

Correction

Stairwell
statement
inaccurate
Reports concerning the ordering of a stairwell to the
basement of Walters Hall are
not accurate, according to state
Fire Marshall Charles Milbum.
The erroneous statement was
misconstrued
from
an
overheard conversation
Milbum had with an administrative aide.
"We (the aide and Milbum.)
were discussing the possibility
of a secondary exit in the
basement that would be readily
accessible to the girls, "Milbum
said. "However, as to what
shape this exit will take will be
mentioned in the full set of
recommendations that will be
sent to Dr. Martin. This will
only be a recommendation."
The confusion arose when the
conversation between Milburn
and (he aide was overheard and
miscontued.
The recommendations are
forthcoming. Until then the
suggested shape of this exit will
nol be known. There is a fire
door is (he basemen! However,
it is to be used only in
emergencies.
The February IS date
mentionfco in the article was the
deadline for cleaning up the
dorms not for the construction
of a secondary exit.

The Kentucky Audio Visual
Association is an affiliate of the
National Association for
Educational Communications
and Technology and the Kentucky Educational Association
(KEA)
Harris will represent the
Kentucky
Audio
Visual
Association in Dallas, Texas at
the national meeting of the
Association for Educational
Communications and
Technology April 13-17.
"The Kentucky Audio Visual
Association's projects for next
year," Harris said," include a
statewide media awards
competition and a bicentennial
film festival."
Harris said that presently
eight Eastern faculty members
are involved in the ortanization.
Fred Killoff, Eastern's director
of radio and television, is
newsletter editor for the
association.
The Kentucky Audio Visual
Association
Holds
three
meetings per year.
Harris
announced that the spring
meeting will be held in
Louisville on April 17. It will be
in conduction with the Kentucky
Educational Association
meeting.
___.
This year's fall meeting will
be coordinated by George
Pfotenhauer, director of
Eastern's instructional media
center.
Other members elected to the
.Kentucky
Audio
Visual
Association's board are: Mary
Wilkerson, president-elect,
Jefferson County schools; Louis
Lyons,
vice
president,
University of Louisville; Sandy
Welch, secretary, Kentucky
Educational Telvision; Bruce
Petty, treasurer, University of
Kentucky; Sarah Brashear.
east member-at-large, Fayettc
County Schools,
Evelyn
Ramsey, west member-atlarge, Hardin County schools;
and Troy Martin, commercial
member at large, Grolier
County.
Harris replaces last year's
presidenl Leon Haydon who is
from the Louisville city
schools.

smeared on the mouth of his
image, so that only sweet words
will emerge.
Before his return on New
Year's Eve, the house must be
spick and span. Every member
of the family joins in house
cleaning, repairing and oalnt-

ing. A new image is place in
the kitchen, usually above the
stove, and a rich feast is writing
to greet the returning deity.
As a rule, food plays the most
significant part in all Chinese
festivals. New Year's dinners
are especially lavish. Even

WVIE WlFROM CHINA
BY SHCNJU-NK

Happy New Year.
This is the Chinese New Year
Day's Festival. According to
the lunar calendar we Chinese
celebrate our New Year's Days
from February 11 to February
27. This year is a Rabbit Year.
The reaction of my American
friends of hearing the 15-day
Chinese-new-Year's Festival is
somewhat envious. "You have
a longer holiday," they say.
Modem Chinese have noticed
-of their different length of New
Year's Festival too, and found
out the reason why a Chinese
New Year's Festival is longer
owing to the structure of the
Chinese society.
For the previous twothousand years, Chinese people
have lived in an agrarian world.
The pace of living is slower,
especially in winter, snow
covers the whole land, you can
do nothing but wait for the
coming of New Year's Day and
to celebrate it to show your
gratefulness to the might God
for what he has done for you in
the fruitful fall.
That's why the Chinese
sometimes are a little bit more
humble than other people. They
attribute every success to God,
they look at everything in an
apocalyptic way.
Even today, with the society

ordinary dishes take on exotic
names to denote hopes for
prosperity and good fortune.
Eggs become "silver ingots,"
chicken is called "phoenix."
Fish has the same pronoun
ciation as "surplus" in Chinese
must be served to assure
enough food in every coming
meals.
•Svery member of the family
must attend the New Year's
Eve dinner. The whole family
stis around a round table, wine
is served, children drink a toast
to the parents and grandparents to say thank you for
their year long taking-care-of.
Parents also drink a toast to
grandparents.
And parents
accept this respect by saying
some good wishes in turn.

call Yuan Hsias. A small rounddumpling made of glutinousrice and with a filling that is
usually sweet but may be salty.
The roundness and sweetness of
Yuan Hsias signify a perfect
and happy ending of the New
Year Festival.
Eastern's feast

more developed and industrialized, the Chinese still do
not give up some traditional
concepts.
For example,
Chinese
students are taught to respect
teachers and books. Teachers
Midnight!
that have knowledge are
sainted, books that have magic The highlight of the New Year
characters can make you a comes at midnight. Everyone
saint. So, to be a student is to be stays up. to watch the New
lucky. You're fortunate to have Year's stepping in.
While
an opportunity to study. The waiting, People play MauChinese- students show their Chiang (a typical Chinese card
gratitudes by bowing to the game), gamble or just sit
teacher at the beginning and the quietly with thoughts reviewing
end of a class And they are the whole past year.
asked to keep their books ' As the clock strikes one, fire
carefully wrapped as so to crackers are heard everywhere
protect them.
since then throughout the night
I am happy to have studied at ot frighten off evil spirits.
E.K.U. And I amsad to have a Every one says "Kon-Shi-FaChinese New Year's Day out- Tsai" (Happy New Year) to
side my country.
friends or strangers on the
But, I'm sure this con- street. Now, begins the real 15tradictory feeling will soon be day festival.
over as time goes by. The only
thing I probably would have
Jh/s aad Doa'tt
difficulty to overcome is watching American students selling
There are do's and don'ts
their used books to the book during this joyful period.
store.
Ancestors must be honored in
To me, books are knowledge, the morning in the first day of
they are unmeasureable. How the year. Red scrolls inscribing
can you weigh knowledge by happiness, prosperity and
dollars or by pages? If books longevit are placed on the walls
had feelings, they must take it the same morning. A basket of
as a great insult to be sold right food must be prepared in the
after the final tests.
center of the living room too
guarantee enough to eat in the
coming year.
Knives and
scissors are put away so that no
one will cut the continuity of
luck for the year to come.
People keep on calling each
other tosay"Happy New Year"
to anyone he knows to spread
the good news and luck to
friends.
On the 15th dajh New Year
take the course, usually double
their reading speed and in- merriments end* with the
crease their comprehension," Lantern Festival. The lanterns
(used to be torches) are said to
according to Mrs. Algier.
have spirits flying past in the
light of the first full moon.
Varied reai
Today the Lantern Festival has
In the course, students are become a carnival with puppet
given short articles of various shows, operas and dragon
topics to read with ten com- dancing in the streets and
prehension questions that children in the neighborhood
follow. Students also read organize a lantern parade at
novels of their own choosing. night.
Reading different types of
There's also a special food
materials helps the student related to the Lantern Festival
adjust to different reading
speeds. For example, 400-500
words per minute is the
average speed for studying,
while 600-800 words per minute
is the average speed for fiction
and periodicals.
Students taking the course
are also put into simulated test
situations. They are taught the
proper ways to take both tests
and notes.

Eastern Chinese students,
(23 of us) held a "miniature'4
New Year's Feast last weekend,
with "only" ten courses.
Besides the size of a Chinese
New Year Day's Dinner, the
only difference was that we
didn't serve the ten courses in a
Chinese sequential order. We
put them on the table
simultaneously—it ws served in
American buffet way.
After that, everyone felt
better and found a touchable
subject to write home and, of
course, no one in that party can
escape from the fate of gaining
at least three pounds.

jordon Lightfoot.. Cold on the Shoulder
B.T. Express... Do It Till You're Satisfied

only $4.19!

SP6CTRUW
RECORD SHOP
294 S. SeCOKD ST.

MONEY TO LOAN1
On Anything Of Value.

JIM'S PAWN SHOP
Bus Station
South Third Street Richmond, Kentucky
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦«

\\ til lac '.« Book Store, inc.
Present* \
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Learning Lab helps
students read faster
BY KATHY GALLAHER
SUff Writer
"To impress, express." once
exclaimed by Aristotle is the
motto of the C.U.C. Academic
Counseling and Learning
Laboratory.
The Learning Laboratory was
designed to help students to
learn by improving their
reading
speeds,
comprehension, and note and test
taking skills. GSL III, Rapid
Reading and Study Skills, attempts to do just that.
Learning doubled
According to Mrs. Ann Algier,
originator of the course, "The
course helps to double learning
power. The end result of the
course, we hope is better
grades."
The course attacks three
areas
of
readingcomprehension,
vocabulary,
and rate. The average reading
rate of most students is 250
words per minute. The low rate
however, handicaps most
college students.
"A speed of 400-500 words per
minute should be the minimum
goal of every student for
studying. The students who

1340 A.M.
i»eeu

WEKY

Richmond, Ky.

!^?^

Course is popular
The course has gained
popularity since becoming a
credit course two years ago.
Students receive one hour credit
for the seven week course. The
class is taught by Mrs. Algier
and Mrs. Gwendolyn Gray.

DAYTONA BEACH
Spring Break 1975
• March 7-15
• Includes all travel

The
Very Feminine
Question of
Life Insurance
In these liberated times no woman need
settle for weak, ineffective financial
planning. De\ eloping financial
independence and estate security for the
future is as important for women as it is
for men. Your Fidelity Union Life Field
Associate knows that and can help you
achieve a CollegeMaster -H or other
program which will meet your needs now
and in the future.

Feed Four
for *5.»e

• Includes all accomodations
• FREE PARTIES WHILE TRAVELING
• Disney World Options
LIMITED ACCOMODATIONS
Sign up early

Ground B..(
Franc* Ff*e
1 Can o* K«Jn«y Baa»»
1 Can of P««c*•»
Qravy Mi

Q
1
1
1

P oc«a
Pint of
P.m of
P.nl o*

of ChicMan
Polatoaa
Coiaaiaw
Q*avy

623-6975
or
623-3505

1 fr«a Aftarnoon

Dinner Later. Dinner's Ready!
Lat lha Co<onal do Iha shopping
and cooking lc you at cloaa to
do-ri-yourftslf p"caa

Call the Fidelity Union Field Associate
in your area:

No Gas Worries
No Breakdowns
No Tickets

Bob Robert
Bob Leger

No Hassle/

Bob Denison
Patty Mavity
Jm Epitano
Ron Reid
Bob Storm

UnionLife

623-7684
623-7704

The "ACTION TRIP"
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

K<mtM*kij fried C^ktn
East*™ ly-Piss

MXS234M

Use Your

MASTER CHARGE

• Other Special Options
• Free Bar-B-Ques and
Parties in Daytona
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Phi Delta Kappa to award scholarships to grad students

By DONNA ARNOLD
Are you taking advantage of
the scholarships offered to
students here at EKU?
The campus chapter of Phi
Delta Kappa is planning to
sward two $250 scholarships for
graduate students who have
been enrolled both semesters of
the 1974-75 academic year.
Pull-time EKU graduate
students in teacher education
who qualify should contact Dr.
Ned L Warren, Dean of the
School of Health, Physical
Education, Recreation and
Athletics, and chairman of the
scholarship committee, no l»ter

than March 3 regarding details
for application.
Applications
for
the
scholarship will be due no later
than March 21, 1S75.
Applications for the 2nd
annual
EKU
Women's
Scholarship are also available
in all women's dorms, the Dean
of Women's office, and the
Controller's office.
That deadline for filing application is March 1.
Applications are to be submitted to Mrs. Frederic Ogden,
212 College View Dr., Richmond.
Applicants must be in their

junior year, and will'be selected
by the committee on the basis of
academic standing (3.0 or
better), financial need, and
other
factors.
The recipient will be announced March 22 at the annual
spring style show and luncheon.

SHARE Team
On Tuesday, March 4, the
Baptist Student Union will serve
as host to the 197S SHARE
Team, sponsored by the
Southern Baptist Convention,
National Student Ministries.
The team has four members:

Dean Finley, from Missouri,
who is the SHARE Team
preacher; Raye NecDyer,
Texas, who is in charge of group
participation, puppet ministry,
nd direction of seminars;
Debbie Ha r I ess, who ser es as
pianist and soloist; and David
Chambless. Georgia, Music
Director for the Team.
Evangelism training and
campus outreach will be the
emphasis for the day's activities.
Two lunchencounter meetings
will be held at 11:45 a.m. and 1
p.m. Students will meet in the
cafeteria for lunch, followed by
a devotional time led by the
Team.
At 5 p.m. and 6:15 p.m.,
training seminars will be held
at the Baptist Student Union. A
worship service led by the
Team will follow these
seminars at 7:30 p.m.
All religious organizations
and other persons interested
are invited to participate in this
ministry.

ROTC sponsors
"AA»MH ! STARVATION ! HUNGER PAINS! STOMACH

RU*W£

ROTC sponsors will meet at 6
p.m. every Wednesday in
Conference Room A of the
Powell Building. All sponsors
must attend.

I WISH A FWt«H-CWU«TeP,THICK CHCEseC?, £"XT1?A SAUCY PIZZA

WOUIP APPEAR RIGHT BEFORE MY VERY EYES i"

IN CASE OF SUCH EMERGENCY, CALL 623-2264.
WE'LL RUSH YOUR WISH RIGHT OUT TO YOU.

Drama and Speech
The Department of Drama
and Speech will present "The
Rimers of Eldritch," a Readers
Theatre production, at 7:30
nightly Thursday through
Saturday in Gifford Theatre.
Tickets are $1 for students
and $1.50 for non-students.

1

$ 1 00 o»
\ Aiyl3"orl5'Pizia
I
■ Also good on deliveries

Softball entries
Softball entries for men's
intramurais close at 4 p.m.
tomorrow. Submit your entries
to Begley 213 or call 5434 for
information.

I................

nzzA m
EaiUrn By Pan

623-2264

Telford
/

The Telford Community
Center is in need of several
volunteers to spend some time
with the children at the Center.

There is no time limit inThere is no admission charge Hour is at 9:30 a.m. and there is
Art Club
volved. Volunteers are needec for these concerts, and
to work with children who need , the public is cordially invited. a deputation trip to Standford.
Ky., at 7 p.m.
There will be an Art Club
help with school work, special
The Wesley
Singers meeting tonight at 9 p.m. in
projects, etc.
Lentin services
practice
at 6 30 p.m. 'Campbell 435. A trip is planned
Contact .the-Center or the
Dr.
George A. Buttrick will Tuesday. Fellowship Hour is at Friday to visit various art
EKU office of Student Activities
begin a series of four Lenten 6:30 p.m. on Wednesday and galleries and museums at
and Organizations.
services
at
the
First will feature a prayer and share Cincinnati.
Cost is $2 for Art Club
Presbyterian church Sunday time.
Vet's Club
members and $3 for others.
morning. Other services will be
Finance Club
Anyone is welcome. Fore more
pe Veteran's Club will meet held Sunday evening, Monday
The Finance Club will meet at information concerning the trip,
at 6 p.m. tonight in the Grise and Tuesday evenings.
contact the Department of Art.
The Lenten services are held 3:15 p.m. today in Combs 209.
Room, Combs. All Vets are
annually by the local church. Preparations for the trip to the Campbell Building.
welcome.
Dr. Buttrick is known In- Cincinnati stock exchange and
IVCF tonight
ternationally for his church federal reserve bank will be
Chili supper
related activities and for his made, and all interested
IVCF meets at 7 p.m. tonight
He is business majors are enKappa Delta Tau and Poods numerous books.
in the Jaggers Room. There
and Nutrition Club are spon- currently the visiting lecturer in couraged to attend.
will be a sharing time, with the
soring a chili supper from 11 Homiletics,
Louisville
topic of "Christian Relationa.m. to 7 p.m. today at the KU Presbyterian Seminary and
PEMM
ships." Everyone is welcome
building on Water Street.
Roble Lecturer in Christian
PEMM will meet at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets are $1.25 and can be Preaching at Southern Baptist
Seminary, Monday, March 3. in the
purchased from Club members Theological
Selective Service
Weaver Building. Discussion
or at the door. Menu includes Louisville.
The
Office of the Registrar
Sunday morning at the 11 will include HPER council
chili, crackers and dessert.
a.m. service Dr. Buttrick will convention (April 18) and plans reminds men students that they
on 'The Man on the to set up a booth concerning must register for the Selective
Symphonic Band preach
Cross; The Cry of Dereliction." improvision of equipment in Service at age 18.
EKU students may register in
At the Sunday evening service P.E. classes.
The EKU Symphonic Band he will speak on "They Could
the Office of the Registrar
under the direction of Robert W.
within a 60-day period from 30
Only Watch" and on the ensuing
WEKUFM
Hartwell will present the first of evenings his topics will be "The
days before one's birthday to 30
two concerts this semseter on
Tune in WEKUFM (88.9) days later.
On-campus
Tuesday evening, March 4 at Other _Two Crosses" and Sunday through Thursday at registration is a service for the
7:30 p.m. The concert will be "Indelible Ink."
midnight for Campus News and
Members of the town- and Views with host Norman Uhl. convenience of out-of-town
held in the Gifford Theatre of
students'so they may comply
campus
community
are
invited
the Jane Campbell Pine Arts
This program provides news with this law.
Building.
, to the services, and to the of campus activities and enFeatured in the concert will receptions which will follow on tertainment with features and
Mountaineering
be orignial works for the wind Monday and Tuesday evenings. record reviews.
AnnounDr. Buttrick will be with EKU cements may be submitted for
band including one -of the
The EKU Mountaineering
earliest, "Overture for Band" students at a seminar arranged broadcast by sending a card or
by Mendelssohn, "Celebration for Tuesday morning at 9:15 on letter to Campus New and Club will meet at 7:30 tonight in
Overture" by Creston, "Sin- the campus, which will be held Viewx, WEKUFM, EKU, Rich- Room 156, Begley Building. All
members be present.
fonietta" by Dahl, Elliot Del in room 442. Wallace.
mond, Ky. 40475.
Borgo's "Symphonic Essay"
Announcements must be
and a work for antiphonal brass
submitted by noon Wednesday,
Prayer Group
Wesley
and wind band by Vaclav
one week in advance.
The Faculty Prayer Group
Nelbybel, "Organum."
The Wesley Foundation's selfAlso tune into the World of
meets at noon each Wednesday
defense
class
will
meet
Friday
Music
every
weekday
afThe concert will conclude
in Dining Room E or F, Powell.
with a performance of from 6-8 p.m. Sunday, the Rap ternoon.
"Armenian Dances" by the
American composer, Alfred
Reed.

Civitansponsors campus tours,
Valentine's Dance for retarded

Other concerts by the EKU
bands will include one by the
Concert Band on Tuesday, April
1 under the direction of Mr.
John C. Lawson, and the second
by the Symphonic Band on
Sunday, April 27.

BY DONNA ARNOLD
Organizational Reporter
A Valentine's Dance for the
mentally retarded and campus
tours are among several activities recently sponsored by
Civitan, an international service organization.
The purpose of Civitan is
"serving, the individual, the
immediate community and the
world at large through
brotherly love."
A Valentine Dance cosponsored by Civitan and
People Who Care was given for
the mentally retarded at the
School of Hope on Feb. 14, 1975.
The dance, held from 1-3 p.m. at
the Telford Center, was
organized by Civitan.
A stereo sound system and
records supplied music at the
dance, said Mike Duggins, who
served as MC. Refreshments
were also provided.
The main goal of the 22

Hewlett-Packard introduces
a smaller uncompromising
calculator: the HP-21 Scientific
$125,001

e

More power than our HP-35. 32 pre-programmed functions and operations vs. 22 for
our HP-35. The HP-21 performs all log and
trip functions, the latter in radians or decrees.
It's our only calculator short of the HP-45 that
lets you:
• convert polar to rectangular coordinates, and
back again (-»P,-*R);
• do full register arithmetic (M + , M—, MX,
M-i-);
• calculate a common antilog (I0X) with a
single keystroke.
The HP-21 also performs all basic data
manipulations (l/x, yx, \^ =") and executes
all pre-programmed functions in one second or
less. In sum, it's designed to solve tomorrow's
problems as well as today's.
Smaller size. 6 ounces vs. 9 ounces mc our
HP-35.
Fuil display formatting. The display key i DSP).
lets you choose between fixed decimal and
scientific notation and lets you control the num-

ber of places displayed. (The HP-21 always
uses all 10 digits internally.)
If a number is too large or small for fixed
decimal display, the HP-21 switches automatically to scientific. It never confuses a smaller
number with zero.
Finally, if you give the HP-21 an impossible
instruction, the Display spells Error.
RPN logic system. Here's what this unique
logic system means for you:
• You can evaluate any expression without
copying parentheses, worrying about hierarchies or re-structurinc
»- beforehand.
• You can solve all problems your way—the
wax- you now use when you use a slide rule.
• You solve all problems—no matter how complex—one step at a time. You never work
with more than two numbers at once. .,
• You see all intermediate answers immediately.
The HP-21 executes each function immediately after you press the function key. *
• You can easily backtrack when you err. The
RP-21 performs all operations sequentially.

• You can re-use numbers without re-entering
them. The-HP-21 becomes your scratch pad.

Bring this In and receive

FREE 20*
Hot Chocolate
No Purchase
Necessary

HP quality craftsmanship. One reason Nobel
Prize winners, astronauts, conquerors of Everest, America's Cup navigators and over 500,000
other professionals own HP calculators.

Eipiras

623-7664
-iii

BURGERC >QUEEN
Open

HEWLETT-PACKARD

White.
Shine of
the times.

Sun. Midnight

t

Your bookstore will give you a demonstration today. Challenge our new HP-21 with
your problems. See for yourself how much performance SI25.00* can buy. If your bookstore
doesn't have the HP-21 yet; call us at 800£18-7923 (in Calif. 800-662-9862) for the
name of a dealer who does.

just one of many events planned
by Civitan.
Campus tours for freshmen,
transfer students and anyone
visiting our campus are being
conducted daily at 2 p.m. by
members of Civitan.
The tours will begin at the
Powell Building. Fore more
information, contact the
Admissions Department or any
Civitan member .
Future plans include an
Easter Egg Hunt in the ravine
for children living in Brockton
and a picnic for the children at
the school for the Deaf in
Danville.
Civitan will host a party on
April 17th for people interested
in joining the club. "Come on
over and check us out," said
Jerry Frew in an interview.
"We challenge any other
organization on campus to
match their track record with
our's."
Civitan meets each Wednesday evening at 5:30 p.m. in
one of the conference rooms in
the Powell Building.

all out for Burger Queen

■
■
■

Now SI25.00 buys:

members of Civitan and People
Who Care who attend the dance
was to encourage involvement
and group interaction, said
Duggins.
The group accomplished this
goal by successfully encouraging everyone to participate. "We even danced with
a person in a wheel chair." said
Duggins.
During the dance. Sugar
Crisp (Sherry McCauley) entertained the group As she sang
and played guitar, Valentines
were also distributed.
"The group's greatest reward
was personal satisfaction,"
commented Duggins.
However, satisfaction was not
expressed only on the part of the
volunteers. According to Dr.
Allen, director of the Telford
Center, "this was the best dance
they have ever had sponsored
for them."
The Valentine Dance, the
second activity sponsored by
Civitan at the Telford Center, is

Roblee's white
patent slip-on. It's
one great way to
match all the
colors you're
wearing. Try a
pair. Careful
craftsmanship
builds in comfort.

30.99

Sunday thru Thursday

Sale< and senice from 172 offices in 6< countries..
Dept 6«S. !"SI0 Pruncridae Avtnue. Cupertino. CA MOM

6 AM - 11 PM
FRIDAY 6 AM-1AM
SAT 6 AM-1AM

*Sll(MINd retail price excluding applicable tiate anil local tav« —
Continental USA. Alaska h Hajari

BIG HILL AVE. ON U.S. 25
.

«wf».caw
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Spanish-speaking priest walks 'the pastoral beat' on campus...
BY JACKIE BLXTON
Managing Editor
The next time you see a
Spanish-speaking priest with an
infectious laugh (who may well
be swinging a tennis racket)
walk—don't panic. It is Just
Father Ronald M. Ketteler
walking "the pastoral beat" to
and from campus.
When this reddish-blond
native from Covington came to
serve Eastern six school years
ago, he brought more with him
than its first Catholic campus
ministry, the Newman Center.
With his humorous, cryptic,
and sometimes tactless personality,
Father Ketteler
brought stability, and security
for many, and his basic notion
of caring and loving. "You've
got to leave people free," as he
calls it.
Campus ministry, which
Ketteler sees primarily as a
"presence" has two dimensions
he said, "serving a community
and building a community." By
bringing people together, he
nopes to impress in a growth
situation the idea of freedom.
•'There I am—You can't expect
me to be what you want me to
be, " he said
Father Ketteler said the
difficulties of a campus
ministry is that students
present a very unstable community to work with.
"The
students are struggling with
their own identity, and are
somewhat alienated at the
religious level."
"I suppose the purpose of a
campus minister is to represent
stability, security, something
people can bounce off of. He has
(o be able to listen, without
judgement and still hold his own
convictions."
Convinced that he could

easily pick up intermediate
Spanish with his considerable
knowledge of Latin, Father
Ketteler is teaching himself the
romantic language and practices his pronounciation when
he js invited to participate in a
campus Spanish class, although
he has never taken lessons
before this semster.
"If I still have Ihe stamina, I
may enroll in the beginning
course next fall. I do find an
obstacle in knowing late though.
I feel too confident about my
Spanish."
This very confident man
plays tennis for spiritual theory,
"I let out all my hostilities on a
little ball."
"Boy, I knocked 'em dead
today," Father Ketteler said
after an afternoon challenge
with an "extremely good tennis

player." "The pro said if I took
one game out of the set, I'd be
lucky. I set my goal for two,
and took three."
Comments like "I was born at
an early age," and "Animals
react, people respond" are
commonly expected from
regular associates of Father
Ketteler's, but a moment's
concentration is required for
those not quite as familiar with
his unusual phraselogy.
Father Ketteler was educated
at St. Mary, the Lake Seminary
on the outskirts of Chicago,
Catholic
University
in
Washington, Xavier University,
and from various continuing
education courses.
He served as associate
chaplain at the University of
Kentucky Newman Center for
five years before coming to

Dressed casually in a brown workshops, he has now become serious, unemotional, inEastern. "1 came out of a teraction—"if you don't have
system where you woke up and the people, you don't do it," he woolen pull-over sweater and
involved in a lot of ex- tellectual stare and said. "I
don't care if you believe in
got orders to transfer," he said. has been quite successful and gray knit pants. Father Ketteler tracurricular things.
"Sometimes becoming so Catholicism, just believe that."
When heading a committee that "personally satisfied" with related the difficulty of being
the father of a community "The active becomes a trap I'm so
proposed a campus ministry for several continuing groups.
Among the Newman Center focal point of a lot of tied down with my comEKU, he chose to come. "I
didn't realize the full im- developments are the pre-cana alienation." "You have to love mitments here that I haven't
plications of my 'choice," he group for engaged couples, nd strongly, believe in the real circulated as in the past. I
the renewal group or prayer person enough to challenge definitely wouldn't teach again
added.
Father Ketteler described his analysis group which is a them when they need to be for lack of time." he said.
"Everyone has their moment
biggest side love as the study of "refreshing approach with challenged, and that's a .very
delicate thing."
of glory." said Father Ketteler.
theology and philosophy. He is upperclassmen."
He added, to do this a priest He describes his moment when
A special evening mass has
especially interestd in ascetical
theology,
and
moral recently begun in order to meet has to "keep enough distance he was to be introduced with a
"the needs of the students, and with people to challenge them.
listing of his credentials at a
developement.
The
When he became a member of to challenge growth and in- When you care for people you very important event.
the Catholic Theological Society volvement of the students." can't be so responsible that paper listing his credentials
of America, his father summed according to Father Ketteler. their thoughts are yours. You was lost. He was introduced.
have to be a little cautious."
"This is Father Ketteler, and
it up by saying "Is that good?"
Father Ketteler's typical day youknowwhat he is."
'Off the cuff remarks are
Father Ketteler grinned and
"These things always happen
said "My father had that type of Father Ketteler's specialty. To is to "rise early and go to bed
his Tuesday eveing Catholic late. His mornings are spent in to me. If you'll notice all clowns
humor, too."
Although Father Ketteler has belief students, he remarked early hours of preparation, have red hair," he said.
reading, studying, and spiritual
Father Ketteler avoids any
a philosophy about group in- "I'm not a religious priest."
After moments of confused prayer, and organized com- attempt to make people feel
reactions and 'go-on' stares, he mitments or formal meetings. pressured into involvement. "I
"I try to spend an hour a day believe in leaving people to be
explained the difference between a diocesan priest and a on campus if I can." The free. I try not to make them feel
evenings are spent with ap- committed. It is a risky thing to
religious priest.
Smoking Brush Creeck pipe pointments or teaching ex- place too much pressure on
tobacco, reading books "to periences in some way. "My anyone."
Father; Ketteler is amazed at
learn as much as he can about days are unpredictable," he
approaches, and his so-called said. "You can't predict when the difference he sees in himself
"domineering, knock down there is a crisis, or someone has that has developed over the past
Presence and three years at Eastern. He said
drag
out
intellectual a need.
people back home wouldn't
discussions" are some ofFather availability is important."
"A priest is like a public recognize him. "They have me
Ketteler's other interests.
utility, he said.
stereotyped, as an intellectual,
When asked about his
Though Father Ketteler was unemotional, and very serious
peculiarities, Father Ketteler at one time actively teaching, person."
said, "Like St. Paul, I'm lecturing.
and
running
He looked up with a very
balding and bowlegged. The
similarity with St. Paul really
ends there." In reference to that
remark, he admitted, "I never
try to get that free in the
RICHMOND. KY.
pulpit—that would be a weird
experience."

HAPPY
MEADOW

NATURAL
FOODS
MARKET

Only 11 miles
from EKU
Campus

Open 9 till 6
Monday thru
Saturday
Phone
986-3456

U.S. 25
North, Berea

Call or write for J
free newsletter! |

MADISON NATIONAL BANK'

Father Ronald M Ketteler says evening mass at the Newman Center.

photo by Don w ub
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...and writer is lazily determined
BY MIKE ADAMS
Guest Writer
If you're lazy then you meet
one of the two requirements to
be a novelist. If you have the
desire and determination to
work faithfully every day then
you
meet
the
other
requirement, according to
James Sherburne.
While many of us meet the
first requirement, few of us
meet the second.
One man that does meet both
qualifications is James Robert
Sherburne, a novelist who has
written three books about
Kentucky history.
Speaking to an EKU jour
nalism class last week, Sherburne explained. "Starting a
book is the most depressing
thing in the world. I'm always
looking for something else to do
rather than start a book."
While Sherburne grumbled
about the unpleasantness of
writing, one could see the
satisfaction spread across his
bearded face when he spoke of
his books.
From his high school days as
a feature writer in the Lafayette
school newspaper, in Lexington,
to his latest novel. "Rivers
a=

^mr.

Run Together,1' dealing with
the 1968 Democratic National
Convention in Chicago, Sherburne has loved history.
He was a history major at
BereaCollege from 1943 through
1944 before attending Ihe
University of Kentucky where
he earned his B.A. in 1947.
From 1947 through 1968
Sherburne was with six different advertising agencies in
the Chicago area. "There is an
undeniable lack of ethics in the
advertising business," Sherburne charged, as he cited that
reason for his dislike of and
eventual departure from the
advertising business.
Sherburne taught English and
advertising at Columbia College
in Chicago fprfwo years after
his break with the advertising
business.
It was in 1971 that he
published his first novel.
•'Hacey Miller."
"Hacey
Miller" sold about 10.000 copies
and won the Friends of
Literature award.
Constantly moving his hands
to illustrate his point Sherburne
said. "There is no market for
short stories in the United
States anymore. Where there

used to be a demand for about
1000 short stories a week, now
the demand is for only, about SO
a week." Short stories used to
be a great training ground for
new writers, Sherburne
pointed out.
The chance of an unknown
having a book accepted now is
astronomical, Sherburne said
and added that publishers fell
that first novels are a bad risk.
"In the old days firms used to
publish first novels out of a
feeling of obligation, but not
anymore." he criticized.
The 49-year-old novelist said.
"The subconscious writes most
books for authors." A good
writer must write one book
while he thinks about another,
he said.

Sherburne said that his books
take rigid history and bend it..
The pliable material is the
fiction which blends with the
real events, he explained.
Sherburne then ambled his
bulky frame to the chalkboard
where he demonstrated his
technique of combining fictional
characters with historical
events to produce a novel, in
this case, "Rivers Run
Together,'' about which he said,
"It's a hell of a well built book
and I'm very proud of it."
Sherburne lives at Station
Spring. Ky., with his wife and
three children and spends his
time writing and tending his
farm. Sherburne's other novels
include. "The Way to Fort
Pillow" and "Stand Like Men."
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WIN T^WIN • WIN
Register for our
monthly drawings
No purchase necessary
Your One-Stop
Shopping Center At

Blue Grass Hardware

.

112 E. Main
Downtown
Phone 623-2390

one love
two hearts
three rings

CHCLtEA
CLDORADO
INTBRLUD*

»

Engagement and wedding ring
trios by Keepsake are outstanding In
beauty and quality. Choose from our fine
Keepsake collection of 14K gold rings
designed by master craftsmen.

"I don't consider myself as an
extrovert, although a lot of
people think of me that way. I
tell people I'm really shy. They
kinda laughed,"
he said
shrugging his shoulders.
Getting serious after awhile
Father Ketteler expressed
regret on the emphasis and
necessity a community places
on a priest's clothing.
"People are sometimes bound
to non-essentials. The collar
doesn't make the priest, only
love can make the priest."
Although he has a rolejto lay, he
admits he does it in la unique
way.
"I'm not a' copy of
someone else, I have to be my
own way," said Father Ketteler.

Convenient, Full Service Branch Office, equipped
with a Drive-In Window, located at corner
Water and Second Street
BRANCH OFFICE HOURS
8:00 A.M. until 2:00 P. M. -Monday thru Thursday
8:00 A.M. until 6:00 P. M.
8:00 A.M. until 12 Noon

-Fridays
"Saturdays
Phone (Main Off lot)

Phorn (Branch Office)

~ "823-2747

623-2799
met |B—M—

Roam around
Europe all summer
for$18Q
A Student-Railpass gives you iwo months of unlimited Second Class rail
travel through 13 European countries.
Buy one, we'll give you a map, and where you go next is your own
business.
»,__,,_,.
All we'll say is that European trains are a sensational way to
get there, be it Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany,
Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden or
Switzerland.
100,000 miles of track link cities, towns and historic, scenic
and social attractions. Our trains are fast, modern, convenient, clean
and comfortable.
, ,
. ,
.
And you'll discover there's very little second class about
Second Class. You can sleep in a couchette for only $6.00 a night. And
if you want to eat on a budget, inexpensive snacks are often available.
You can even take a cruise on the Rhine, if you like. Eurailpass
is valid on many European ferries, river and lake steamers and hydrofoils. It also offers you substantially reduced tares on many side
excursions you might want to take by motor coach.
And how's this for travel convenience? Many rail stations
offer bikes for rental, and it's possible to pick up a bike at
one station and drop it off at another.
All you need to qualify is to be a full-time student
under 26. There's just one catch: You must buy your
Student-Railpass here before you take off. They're
not for sale in Europe.
If you have less time to travel,
or want to travel First Class, consider
Eurailpass. A two-week pass costs
$130. Three-week pass costs S160.
One month, $200. Two months, $270.
Three months, $330
Don't wait. It could be the
trip of your life. See your Travel Agent or
clip the coupon and we'll send you
all the facts.
Pnces subject to change.

Keepsake

Sorority Mascots
Giftware-Houseware
Novelties-TV
Radio Repair Shop
Appliances
and Plumbing Shop

s

ehTCrUS
Jewelers'
University Shopping Center
in Richmond

j Stree
Cily_

.Slate.

-Zip_

STUDENT-RAILPASS I The price of onefHp could pay for allot Europe. I
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Comeback bids fail as Colonels drop two
more to make eight straight OVG losses
BY PAT WILSON
Sports Editor
Eastern's Colonels dropped
their seventh and eighth games
in a row over the weekend, but
still have a chance of making it
to the OVC tourney.
The
Colonels need to beat Morehead
(who they whipped earlier in
the season, 90-85). However that
will not clinch it for Eastern.
East Tennessee will be the
representative if tbey beat
Tennessee Tech, Thursday
night.
Eastern lost the seventh in a
row since the Morehead victory
in a hard fought thriller with
Tennessee Tech, 90-86. Tech

kept moving out to big leads and
Eastern kept coming back.
Tech led 12-0 before Eastern's
Bill Dwane scored for Eastern's
first points. Tech then stretched the lead to 25-10 Then,
behind the full-court pressure of
Eastern. Darryl Davis and
Darryl Young led a rally that
put Eastern on top 31-30. Tech
went on to lead 42-40 at the half
After the intermission, the
Golden Eagles came out and
looked as if they were going to
run Eastern out of Richmond.
With Tom Schmidt scoring 15
points in a six minute span,
Tech held a 77-59 lead with eight
minutes to go.

There's more to
cycling than a
bicycle. And your
dealer has more of
the things that
make cycling safer
and more fun.
Turpin's Bicycle World
S. Porter Drive

623-7214

T

N

If we've told yti once we've told yoi
Haiti

Even with four players out on
fouls. Eastern managed to
make a strong comeback
behind starter, Jimmy Segar.
and sub, Greg Schepman.
Segar scored 10 and Schepman
added six as the Colonels cut the
lead to 84-81 on Schepman's 15
footer.
However Tech hit
from the free throw line to
preserve its victory.
Schmidt led the Eagles in
scoring with 27 points while the
OVC's leading scorer, Frank
Jones, aded 24 on 10 out of 15
from the field
Tony Dileo
added 16 Dileo was the main
man for Tech to combat
Eastern's late surge, as he hit
eight for eight from the charity
stripe.
Jimmy Segar had 18 for
Eastern while Carl Brown
scored 15 before fouling out.
Eastern had four more field
goals than Tech. but had only 22
shots from the foul line while
Tech had 42 and converted 26.
At East Tennessee, Monday
night, an outstanding performance by Darryl Davis
almost climaxed into Eastern's
first road victory. Davis had his
career high of 25 points on 7 of 12
from the field and 11 of 13 from
the line.
Eastern played its usual role
of letting the other team gets
ahead and play catchup as
ETSU quickly moved to a 23-10
advantage, moving to 37-20 with
seven miutes left in the first
half. Segar ard Davis then led a
rally that cut the margin to 51-41
at the half
The Colonels picked up right
where they left off with Davis
hitting a layup with only four
minutes gone in the second half
to make the score 57-55.
The score stayed close until a
technical was called on Eastern
and East moved to a 78-70

finale this Saturday against
Morehead's Eagles.
if Eastern wins and East
loses Thursday, then a three
way tie will occur and com-

parative scores will be used to
determine the other playoff
berth. Eastern would have the
advantage due to the close
games within the conference.

Eastern looks for
first road victory
The Eastern Colonels will
have a final chance at breaking
two streaks when they visit
Morehead Morehead State
University for a 5:10 p.m
contest Saturday.
Eastern hopes to stop its
seven-game losing streak on the
season and 11-game losing skein
on the road in the 93rd renewal
of this rivalry.
In fact.
Eastern's last victory was a
thrilling 86-82 victory over the
MSI Eagles one month ago.
"I t still seems to be a matter
of not playing consistent
basketball
We have been
sluggish
and
not
very
aggressive in these last two
games," EKU head coach Bob
Mulcahy said, "and by the time,
we begin reacting, we're so far
behind, it's almost impossible to
catch up."

V bailers, third
in own tourney

In Eastern's latest Ohio
Valley Conference losses, the
Colonels trailed Tennessee Tech
by 18 and East Tennessee by 17
only to make a run at both foes
and come within two points of
catching the Bucs and three of
the Golden Eagles. EKU finally
was defeated 90-85 by Tech and
97-91 by ETS.
Coach
Jack
Schalow's
Morehead Eagles are 4-9 in the
OVC and 11-12 overall,
depending upon the result of
Wednesday night's game with
Marshall.
Senior Arch Johnson and
George
Williams
and
sophomore Ted Hundley have
been topping the scoring
statistics for the Eagles of late.
All three are ranked in the top
twenty OVC scorers.
"Hundley has been one of
their more consistent players
all year long and has proved to
be a very dangerous outside
shooter," Mulcahy said.
Carl Brown, the No. 7 scorer
in all-time history at Eastern
with 1,118 points, tops Eastern
scorers this season with his 19.1
average. Over the weekend.
Brown was 12 of 23 from the
field and improved his Held goal
percentage to 41.8.

The EKU men's volleyball
club recently placed third in the
second
annual
Eastern
Invitational held on campus this
Other double figure scorers
past weekend. Finishing first
and second were teams from for the Colonels include 6-7 ■»
the University of Tennessee and freshman Mike Oliver at 13.5
margin.
and 6-4 junior Jimm Segar at
East Tennessee then went the Lexington YMCA.
Finishing with a 7-5 record in 12.9.
into a four corner offense and
Eastern stands 3-10 in the
took but easy shots and kept the the round-robin tournament as
lead and eight (91-83) with only compared to a 4-8 showing last conference and 7-17 overall.
three minutes to go. Eastern year. Coach Wayne Jennings
then had to foul, and it was too *«s pleased with the team's
late. East went on to its fourth effort. Fourof the team's losses
conference win with a 97-91 came at the hands of UT and
Lexington UMCA.
final.
Other teams in the tourMorris Tampa and Kenny
Reynolds led the Bucs with 25 nament were the Louisville
and 21 points, respectively. Troublemakers, UT junior
Tampa also had 14 rebounds. varsity, and the Jefforsonville
Eastern was led by Davis, and Hot Shots.
This weekend.
Eastern
Bill Dwane who had 16 points.
travels to Louisville to compete Eastern's women's gymnastics
Eastern will go after its first in the My Old Kentucky Home team closes its dual meet
season Saturday with a home
road victory of the season in the Classic tournament
encounter
with
Western
Carolina University. This meet
will be held at 11 a.m. in the
W live all IMI brair Athletic Sipplies.
Weaver
Health
Building
gymnasium.
Wi after Cisco..ts te taaas, sararitias
In a triangular meet last
weekend, Eastern placed third
fraternities or froaps. when purchased
with a score of 61.25. Miami
University took first with 78.65,
ia laaatities. Trophies .id awards alsa
while Ball State was the run
nerup at 76 90.
available. Frateraitias 1 sararitias
Eastern's high scorers for the
saa as far jacket needs.
meet included Kelly Brogen.
who took first place in vaulting
17.05) and tied for second place
deplete Salactiaa af Haas' i Wain's White Stag
in floor exercise (7.85) and
Swiej Salts!
Sherry Robertson, balance
beam. (5.5) and uneven parallel
bar (4.05).
Miss Robertson
Collage Park Shopping Center
finished fourth in the all-around
competition with 22.35 points.

PATTY LISEHORA, a sophomore political
science major, practices on a fellow Judo
Club member. Ms. Lisehora has qualified
for the National tourney in Los Angeles,

EKU coed goes to national
judo tourney in Los Angeles
Patricia Ann Lisehora, a
sophomore at Eastern Kentucky University, will compete

in the national AAU judo
championship in Los Angeles
March 14-15. She will be sent by
the university.
The nineteen-year-old coed
from Millsboro, Delaware, won
a spot in the national matches
by winning her weight division.
130-140 pounds, in the recent
state championship matches at
Bellarmine College, Louisville.
Now a brown belt ]udo
competitor Patty won three
matches in her division at the
Louisville meet.
She is a
member of the EKU Judo
Sports Association in the intramural program of the
Department
of
Physical
Education for men.
Patty is majoring in political
science at Eastern and plans to
become a lawyer.
She also
plays field hockey and runs for
the track team.

Women gymnasts close
dual meet season with
Western Carolina U.

That's how maay times we've announced the time and
Temperalare since inaugurating our popular telephone
service just a few months ago.
So next time you want to know how hot, bow cold, how early'
or late it is DIAL 623-8021.
And for the greatest Banking services you'll ever experience...DIAL 623-2884 We'd like to have 1.392.6M calls on
that line Too.

STATE BANK & TRUST COMPANY
Richmond, Kentucky
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Member FiO.I.C.
Matter Charge

Taylor's Sporting Goods, Inc.

You've
been there.
Now you can
help them.

623-9517

IOE
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They've got a long way to
go. In a world that isn't easy.
But with someone's help,
they'll make it. What they need
is a friend. Someone to act as
confidant and guide. Perhaps,
it could be you as a Salesian
Priest or Brother.
The Salesians ol St. John
Bosco were founded in 1859 to
serve youth Unlike other orders whose apostolate has changed
with varying conditions, the Salesians always have been - and
will be, youth oriented. Today we're helping to prepare«youngsters for the world that awaits them tomorrow. Not an easy
task but one which we welcome.
And how do we go about it? By following the precepts ol
our founder. Don Bosco. To crowd out evil with reason, religion
and kindness with a method of play, learn and pray. We're
trying to build better communities by helping to create better men
As a Salesian. you are guaranteed the chance to help
the young in a wide range of endeavor . ..as guidance counselors, technical and academic teachers, as coaches,
psychologists .. in boys clubs, summer camps . . as missionaries. And you are given the kind of training you need to
achieve your aims.
The Salesian family is a large one (we are the third largest
order) but a warm one. A community with an enthusiastic family
feeling where not only our talents are shared but our shortcomings, too. If you feel as we do. that service to youth can be
an important mission in your life, we welcome your interest

Tents from Eureka and North Face
For more information about Saiesun Pne»ti and
Brothers, mail this coupon 10
Fatter Joseph Mortal. SOB
Moon ■- ID

I Salesians

I
I
l
I

now in stock

OF ST. JOHN BOSCO
Bon 639. Ntw Rochellt. N V. 10802

-from

$67.50

March 14 and 15. Wayne Mandell. the
Eastern Judo Club instructor, has also
qualified for the nationals.

The
Eastern
women's
gymnastics team was defeated
by the University of Kentucky
72.85-64.05 recently.
EKU will host the Kentucky
Women's
Intercollegiate
championship, Thursday, Mar.
6. Five schools will compete for
the state title and Berea College
will perform in an exhibition
role.

She is a June, 1973 graduate of
Sussex Central High School,
Georgetown, Delaware.

Instructor
goes too!!
Wayne Mandell, a graduate
geology student and instructor
of the EKU Judo Club has
qualified for the National Senior
AAU Judo Championships in
Los Angeles on March 14 and 15.
We won the open weight
division at the Ky. AAU
championships last week at
Morehead.
He has previously competed
in the 1971. '72 and '73 National
AAU events and placed 4th in
the open wt. divison at Atlanta.
He holds a second degree black
belt in the United States Judo
Federation.

Orlando star signs with football Cols
Ed Finella, the high school
defensive player of the year in
the city of Orlando, Fla., has
signed a national letter of intent
with the Eastern football team.
Finella, a 6-0, 205-pound
linebacker who served as
captain for coach Paul Adams
at Oak Ridge High School in
Orlando, led his team to an 11-1
record and a final ranking of
No. 2 or No. 3, depending upon
which poll one prefers, in the
state's AAAA grouping.
He totaled 57 individual
tackles. 104 assists, intercepted
three passes and recovered five
fumbles this past season.
A two-year 57 individual
tackles. 104 assists, intercepted
three passes and recovered five
fumbles this past season.

A two-year starter at Oak
Ridge, Finella was a first team
All-Metro Conference, AllCentral Florida and All-Region
choice at linebacker.
"We feel Ed will be a definite
asset to our team and will step
in next year and give us help as

that linebacker position where
Harvey Jones graduates," said
EKU assistant coach Joe
Kinnan who helped recruit
Finella.
Ed is the 18-year old son of
Mr. and Mrs A.A. Finella, 42C
Mahattan Drive, Orlando, Fla

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
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Eels go for unlucky ■
4
13th' state title
Eastern's swimming team
opens defense of its Kentucky
Intercollegiate Swimming and
Diving championship, a title
coach Don Combs' Eels have
held for twelve consecutive
years, Thursday through
Saturday at the University of
Lousiville.
"We're going to have our
work cut out for us to retain the
title, but we don't plan on
giving this up without a battle,"
Comb* said.
He did note,
however, that Kentucky would
have to be the favorite on the
basis of its win in the EKU
Invitational and a dual meet
victory over Eastern.
Eastern closed out the dual
meet portion of its schedule last
Saturday with a 86-47 win over
Indiana State. On the season,
the Eels finished with a 6-4
record.
Terry Stoddard, a junior from
Cuyahoga
Falls,
Ohio,
highlighted the Indiana State
meet by winning the 200-yard
freestyle in 1:45.3, only a tenth
of a second off the school record
set last season by Wally Esser.
In the K1SC meet, Combs
hopes for storng performances
by Stoddard and sophomore
Randy Holihan in the distance
frestyle events; junior Tom
Linneweber, butterfly; freshman Gary Tameris and Joel
Baer in the breaststroke

Gymnasts face Memphis

BY IRISH ROLLINGS
Staff Writer
Eastern's men gymnastic
team is off to a -highly impressive start with an 8-1
record. In a triangular meet
with Georgia and L'K, Eastern
finished second to Georgia by a
score of 187.1 to 138.7 while UK
scored 70.05.
Eastern was hampered by the
loss of co-captain Billy Sherrill,
who sustained a knee injury in
the opening pass of his floorexercise routine. This meant
that EKU could put up only four
men instead of five per event
because NCAA rules do not
allow substitutions for an allaround man.
"Billy's injury really hurts us
for the rest of the season. He
will see some action, but with
only five weeks of competition
left its going to be hard to get
him in top shape again," said

Riflers perform
at Kentucky

Photo by Rick Yen
Vicki Stambaugh of the JV's attempts to put her hand in
the face of Jane Hoppough during recent intramural
action Hoppough made the shot but her Volley bailer
teammates went on to lose to the highly regarded JV's.
Playoff action will begin for the women and will continue
for the men next week.
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'You've come a long way, baby
I'm not exactly a male chauvinist in the sense
that I don't believe that women should be given
equal opportunities with men, but more in the
sense that I don't believe women can obtain the
perfection of men in certain fields, like sports.
Well, I really had this idea blown to pieces when I
attended my first Eastern girls basketball game.
I had seen average girls play basketball before
and I had almost laughed my head off. Most of the
shots fell several inches short of the goal or went
several feet over it. The game was more or less
won by the team which had the fewest fumbles and
if fouls had been called there wouldn't have been
anyone left on the court except the referees.
I was really surprised at the consistency of the
girls who hit 15 and 20 foot shots like pros. I know
alot of guys who couldn't do as well as some of those
gals.
I never figured girls could ever score over 25 or 30
points in one game so it blew my mind when EKU
ran to a 74 to 54 victory over UK.
I also had never seen so many good individual
players. What I had seen before was usually one or
two good girls on each team who did most of the
shooting.
Bernie Kok was just awesome at center, blocking
shots, pulling down rebounds, and putting in points
with a hook shot not unlike Abdul-Jabbar's.
Sharon Coppock, though smaller than Bernie,
was just as rugged on rebounds and seemed to sink
baskets from everywhere.
But the one that really impressed me the most
was a little brown-haired terror named Brenda
Ross. The boys coach at my old high school would
have liked to have a ball handler and outside
shooter like her. And on defense she was just unbeatable. I don't think I've ever seen a girl move as
fast as she did on some of her steals.
Of course like any other game, it did have its
humorous moments. Like the time Sharon Coppock
came down with a rebound and just happened to
have a UK girl's head along with the ball. And
when Barbara Kibler crashed into a UK girl with a

-
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EKU coach Gerald Calkin.

This'past weekend. Eastern's'
men downed Appalachian Slate
by a score of 141.1 to 114.1.
Saturday, in a quadrangular
meet hosted by Western
Carolina. EKU scored 144.85 to
overcome Western Carolina
101.55. The Citadel, 80.0, and
Middle Tennessee 67.55.
Eastern's next meet is this
Saturday at 2:00 p.m. in the
Alumni Coliseum when the
Colonels will host Memphis
State.
When asked about the
Memphis meet, Coach Calkin
said: "Without Sherrill in the
line-up it is going to be tough to
win this one. Memphis is one of
our strongest "opponents.
It
helps to have Duff in the line-up
again .but we are going to have
to be sharp on ever routine and
have a little luck besides."

Their goal...assassination.
November 22,1963
...accomplished!
Children Unilm 12

Adults

SOI
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** RICHMOND DRIVE IN**
FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY 7:30 P.M.
Due To Long Running Time Only One Showing
"Gone With The Wind"

9:00 P.M. ONLY

In no* srrrcn splendor...
The most magnilirrnt
pirlnrr cwr!
WMD0SU7WOR-' -~-.n*--<m«,a

A male chauvinist view...

BY RONNIE BARNES
Staff Writer

Campus Movie

State here on Saturday

events; and freshman Brent
Rutemiller in the backstroke.
The big question mark still
lies with the availability and the
strength of senior Wally Esser
who sufferd a broken collarbone
during Christmas break
"Wally's going to give it a try
but it is till not know just how
well he can perform," Combs
said.
Diving events begin the threeday meet Thursday at 2 p.m.
with three swimming events
being held later that day at 5
p.m. The final session of the
KISC will begin at 4 p.m.
Saturday.

The EKU Rifle team participated in the conventional
sectional held at the University
of Kentucky February 22.
Three Eastern teams were
entered in the national competition held in February of
each year. Other participating
teams
include
Murray,
Western,
Vanderbilt
and
Morehead.
Eastern's top
shooters were Kevin Mitchell,
278; Tom Boggs, 277; Leroy
Smith. 277; and Greg Schmitt,
276.
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block that would have impressed any football
coach.
Another thing I had never seen before was the
determination of these girls. They really go out on
that court and gave all they had. I guess that's one
of the reasons they're the number one team in the
state.
I think a lot of guys would be amazed the same as
I was at what the 'weaker sex' can do if we give
them the chance.
I'll still going on opening doors for women and
respecting them for being females but I have to say
I've got a greater respect now that I never had
before.
To coin a phrase, 'You've come a long way Baby.'

Softball deadline

GONE WITH
THE WIND"

Women go to Murray for
state basketball tourney
In preparing for the intercollegiate tournament this
weekend at Murray, Eastern's
women have pushed their
record to H-5 with wins over
Dayton and Marshall.
Travelling to Dayton, EKU
was led in scoring by Sharon
Coppock with 20 points in the 5953 win. Other leading scorers
were Bernie Kok with 18,
Marcia Mueller and Brenda
Ross with 9 points each.
Returning home, Eastern got
off to a slow start but, eventually won 66-59. EKU got good
efforts in scoring from Coppock
with 18 points, Ross with 13,
Mueller with 10, Kok with 9, and
Debbie Condreva tossed in 6
points.
EKU next tangled with a
storng AAU team from Belmont
and were beat 82-62. Kok led
Eastern with 24 points followed
by Velma Lehmann with 8 and
Mueller with 7. In the final
home game of the season, EKU
was beaten by a sound
University of Tennessee team
by a score of 100-70. Kok led the
way for EKU in the foul-marred
contest with 15 points, followed

by Coppock's 14, Lehmann with
13 and Mueller with 12 points.
Eastern begins the quest for
their third
straight
intercollegiate championship this
Friday when they play the
winner of Northern Kentucky
University and Western.
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Big high school
clash tomorrow

OUR FEATURE ATTRACTION
8:00 P.M. UNTIL CLOSING

P
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For the interest of many
Eastern students who are
alumni of the two schools involved, there will be a game
tomorrow night between two of
the top teams in the state.
Louisville Male will invade
Richmond Madison's gym
tomorrow night with the action
beginning at 8:00.
Male has lost only once all
season and is ranked No. 1 in the
state. Madison currently stands
at 21-4 are the Purples are
ranked eighth.
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At 7:45 & 9:45 Sat & Sun: 1:45-3:45-5:45-7:45-9:45

is tomorrow
Assistant director of men's
intramurals John Foland has
announced that basketball
playoffs have egun with 28
teams participating.
The
campus championship will be
Wednesday, March 5 at 7:00 in
Begley.
In coed-racquetball, first
round scores are due this
Tuesday with the foolowing
rrounds due the Thursday after
spring break.
Bowling and
soccer entries will be closed on
Friday, March 7 with competition beginning after spring
break.
There will be a softball team
manager's meeting on Friday,
February 28 at 4:00 in Begley
156.

BUCCANEER
Now ! ENDS SUNDAY!

WINNER OF 2 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS!
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"WHAT A TRIUMPH! FELUNI'S NEW
'AMARCORD' IS EVEN MORE BEAUTIFUL
THAH'8Vi'. It is a wonderstruck,
affectionate work. One wants to shake
someone by both his hands and say

KIND a

For Adults Only!

well done. -p««oo«Giii>in. T»«>».Y«I<

Mussman, Sole go to
NCAA wrestlingTnatches

EVERYONE MUST SEE
TEENA6E
SEX
REPORT!

f^l YEARS

iSftW'l. NBC-TV T(xJ*y Sho»

finished the dual meet season
with a 5-10 record, will vie in the
142-pound class.

Two Eastern
Kentucky
University wrestlers, freshman
Jeff Sole and senior Mike
Mussman. will be among the
competitors participating in the
NCAA
Eastern
Regional
Tournament in University
Park. Pa. this weekend.
Sole will be competing in the
118-pound
class.
while
Mussman. a tri-captain on this
vear's Eastern team which
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Last weekend at Morehead
State University, the Eastern
wrestlers finished second in the
first annual Kentucky Intercollegiate Wrestling Tournament.
EKU totaled Ul'i
points, trailing Morehead State
by 13': points.

Campus Movie
Feb. 27.28
March 1

"WHAT A FILM! INSTANTLY ONE OF THE
TEN BEST MOVIES OF THE YEAR.
Federico Fellini is a director that I
admire above all others."
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Senate opposes NSA example
of prisoner of war for amnesty
BY DIANA TAYLOR
Staff Writer
The Student Senate went on record
Tuesday night as opposing the National
Student Association's (NSA) use of
Michael Branch as an example of a
Prisoner of War for amnesty.
The action was taken as approval of a
motion by Senator Roger Burke. Burke
stated that NSA, of which Eastern is a
member, is using Branch in its work for
amnesty even though he had been
charged as a deserter in Vietnam and
had given information to the North
Vietnamese which cause the death of
American soldiers •
Burke, a member of the Veterans Club,
commented further that the Veterans on
campus do not agree with Branch,
althoueh some do support unconditional

amnesty. The senate vote on the issue
was 24 yes. three no, and 17 amnesty.
In other business, President Gary Gray
announced that a mistake had been made
on a vote count during last week's
meeting. The vote, which was on David
Wentz's motion for consideration of
impeachment of Five senators was ruled
in favor of the motion. However, Gray
said that a recount revealed the motion
had actually failed.
Senator Wentz then re-introduced his
proposal, which was again defeated.
Paula Johnson was approved to serve
on the Student Court after extensive
questioning by several senators. She
stated her reason for seeking the position
was mainly interest in student problems
and activities.
The Senate approved a motion by
David Wheeler that a letter be sent to
food services requesting two cash
registers be operated in the grill at all

On faculty and staff salaries

Kentucky court case may
settle refund dispute
Teachers and other employes of school
systems throughout the country are
focusing attention on recent tax cases
filed in Federal district courts, in an
effort to effect a tax exemption of funds
withheld for retirement.
A Kentucky case, presently in
litigation, should be settled within the
next six or seven months according to
Claude K. Smith, chairman of the

Student teachers
(Coatiaaed From Page One)
over involved in litigation."
Palmore said the number of liability
cases in Kentucky is not significiant
when compared to the number of
teachers in the state.
"Although we do have cases...they are
relatively rare," said Dr. Wise. He
continued on to say. "There are
relatively few suits filed against
teachers."
And as far as student teachers are
concerned with negligence. Dr. Wise, "I
cannot remember...a single case where a
student teacher was involved in a suit."

department of accounting, and will set a
precede"'
If the case is decided in favor of the
school employees, they will be entitled to
a refund for the amount taxed on
retirement funds for the open tax years,
1971, 1972 and 1973.
According to Smith, a person earning a
yearly salary of $10,000 for example, has
a total of 20 to 25 per cent (or $2,000 'o
(2,500) withheld in total taxes, social
security and retirement.
Twenty per cent of seven-and-onefourth per cent or between $145 and
$181.25 per year will be saved if the
retirement capital is held to be,lax
exempt.
Those faculty and staff members who
wish to file for a refund for 1971 through
1973 must file prior to April •
Twenty per cent of seven-and-onefourth per cent or between $145 and
$181.95 per year will be saved if the
retirement capital is held to be exempt.
Those faculty and staff members who
wish to file for a refund for 1971 through
1973 must file prior to April 15 at which
time 1971 becomes a closed tax year.
Copies of the form (843) are available
in Combs 304 as well as a suggested
wording for the claim.

during peak
times and three be used di
periods. or when the manager
manage deems it
necessary.
Wheeler said he felt this should be
recommended due to the congestions
sometimes evident in the grill. The letter
will also request that prices of all food
items be added on the machines, and a
receipt be given to -any student
one.
Dr. Thomas D. Myers, Vice President
for Student affairs, reported on the
progress of the committee investigating
the possible adoption of an off campus
housing policy introduced last semester
by Karen Lane.
He said that several surveys are being
conducted and the responses have caused
some confusions However, he said the
committee will try to submit a report to
the senate by the first of May.
In Senate action last week...
The body approved a motion by David
Wentz that student telephone books be
made available to off campus students
next semester. Wentz recommended the
books be revised to include those
students' phone numbers and faculty
office phone numbers.
Approval was also given to the appointment of Brian Kirby to serve on the
Student Court.

(Concert)ed effort
Shirley Latta is performing one of her many duties as a
hostess in the Powell Building—selling tickets to a concert.
Mrs Latta has been at Eastern for three years during which

Martin among 22 to travel abroad in April
Eastern
Kentucky
University
President. Dr. Robert R. Martin, will be
among a 22-member delegation of
college and university presidents to visit
the People's Republic of China April 1-21,
it was announced this week in
Washington.
Sponsored by the American
Association of State Colleges and
Universities (AASCU), the tour will
include visits to educational facilities in
five cities within the People's Republic.
Dr. Martin served as president of the
:i 17-member AASCU in 1971-72. when
initial plans for the tour were first considered as part of its intensified efforts to
expand the international and intercultural interests and experiences of
state college and university faculty and
students.
Senator Henry Jackson of Washington
assisted AASCU in presenting its travel
request to the officials of the People's
Republic.

AASCU Executuve Director Allan W.
Ostar believes that the Association's
commitment to the heightening of international awareness and understanding at the level of the individual
student and faculty member may have
been one reason the travel request was
accepted. Ostar also commented that the
practical education philosophy evinced
by state colleges and universities may
have been helpful in obtaining permission to visit educational facilities,
infrequently seen by foreign travelers.
"State colleges and universities have

Senator Berry
(Continued From Pag* Owe)
be more than made up for this crop year.
"The Department of Agriculture is
presently working with Eastern's
agriculture department in the process of
developing ways in which the farm can
be used as a teaching tool," said Martin.
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done excellent jobs in applying
knowledge in practical curriculums to
increase manpower capabilities in
technology, health, the environment and
industry," Ostar said. "I think that
because of this emphasis on career
education, we will be able to make some
contribution to our hosts in exchange for
.the benefit that the AASC representatives will receive." He expressed hope
that the delegation can establish contacts
which will lead eventually to exchanges
of faculty, students, and educational
techniques.
The AASCU delegation, composed of
Ostar and 21 presidents of member institutions, will visit facilities in the cities
of Kwagnchow, Shanghai, Wusih,
Nanking and Peking. They will be
representing 317 state colleges and
universities throughout the United Stated
which enroll approximately two-and-ahalf million students.
The institutions, although many offer

programs at the master's and doctoral
levels, are concerned primarily with
providing quality undergraduate
education which enhances the
professional capabilities of the student.
Many of the institutions now offer oneand- two-year programs, particularly in
the career education fields of allied
health, environment, engineering,
technology, and business and industry.

Bad checks
i Continued From Page One)
will make them pay or else...."
"Usually, when a student is
prosecuted, the court cost is more than
the check," he continued.
On January 1,1975 a new law went into
effect governing the cold check problem,
as part of the revised State Penal Code.
The Bursar's office reports that this law
has not affected the University, since it
does not cash two party checks.
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time she has enjoyed "just watching over my children." Her
duties include, everything from fixing the TV to answering
calls about lost and found.

People's Republic of China on agenda^
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